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f Ro M t H e M ayoR
Aloha!
When you say the word “Maui”, everyone smiles. this is because

Maui’s diversity, its people, and natural beauty attract people

our county has achieved the perfect balance of a place to live,

from around the globe.

work, and play. as you read these stories about Maui’s economy,
you will understand what a diverse, innovative, and caring
community we have created.

We urge you to come and explore why Maui has been voted
“Best island in the World” by Conde nast traveler
magazine 17 times! it is a fitting accolade because our

Maui County is made up of four geologically diverse islands
(Maui, Moloka‘i, lana‘i, and Kaho‘olawe).

longtime motto is Maui no Ka oi! (Maui is the BeSt!)

these special

islands offer incomparable natural beauty and have a
treasure-trove of culture, resourceful and socially conscious
businesses, and an abundance of events that enrich the lives
of our citizens and our visitors.
Maui has a diverse mix of industry with cutting-edge
astronomy and agricultural research, alternative energy
companies

and

projects,

software

and

information

management enterprises, and excellent educational and
health facilities. Maui offers a visitor experience that is second
to none and has an international following.
Maui hosts sports events such as the ea Sports Maui
invitational nCaa Basketball tournament, the american
Windsurfing Championship, the Maui Marathon, the Hyundai
tournament of Champions–a pGa event, and many others.
Maui is also home to the most modern performing arts center
in Hawai‘i. the Maui arts and Cultural Center has produced
and hosted events such as elton John, the Ki ho‘alu Hawaiian
Slack Key Guitar festival, the Brothers Cazimero lei Day
performance, the Maui film festival, BB King and thousands

alan M. arakawa

of others since it was built in 1994.

Mayor, County of Maui
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population Maui County (2010)
Maui island
Moloka‘i
lana‘i

154,924
144,444
7,345
3,315

Race/ethnicity, Maui County (2010)
White
asian
native Hawaiian/pacific islander
two or more races
other
total
persons under 18 years old (2010)
persons 65 years and older (2010)
total population Change (2000-2010)
Civilian labor force (2010)
employed
unemployed
total visitors (2010)
Domestic
international

34%
29%
10%
24%
3%
100%
22.9%
12.4%
+20.9%
74,950
68,700
6,250

2,134,902
1,840,330
294,572

Hotel inventory (Rooms) (2010)
Hotel occupancy (2010)

20,068
68.1%

educational enrollment (2010)
elementary
intermediate
High School
uH-Maui College

29,241
11,529
4,911
8,434
4,367

Housing units (2010)
Households (2010)
per Capita income (2009)
Median Household income (2009)
number of Businesses (2009)
number of farms (2007)

70,492
53,886
$36,585
$63,659
5,675
1,156

land use: total acreage
agricultural
Conservation
urban
Rural

750,900
402,374
311,601
28,619
8,326

mAui

Source: U.S. Census Bureau
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Source: MEDB (various sources)
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at a glance

mAui counTy populATion: 1900 - 2010

mAui

EmploymEnT By sEcTor, mAui counTy, 2010

2%
3%

Source: Hawai‘i Department of Labor and

1%

Industrial Relations (DLIR)

3%

4%
4%

31%

4%

9%
Source: U.S. Census Bureau

9%
16%

TEchnology sEcTor EmploymEnT By
commErciAl mArkET sEgmEnT, mAui counTy, 2007
all technology Sectors (estimated)

1,886

information and Communication

14%

agricultural Biotechnology

603

ocean Sciences

401

technology (iCt)

993

energy

337

Defense/aerospace

864

Biotechnology/life Sciences

204

engineering and professional Services

705

Digital Media

114

environmental

656

astronomy

Note: Activities in commercial market segments listed above are overlapping and interrelated so that employees

50

leisure & Hospitality ........................31%

financial activities .............................4%

Retail & Wholesale trade .................16%

other Services ..................................4%

Government ....................................14%

Construction & natural Resources.....3%

professional & Business Services ......9%

agriculture.........................................3%

educational & Health Services ...........9%

Manufacturing ...................................2%

transportation & utilities ....................4%

information........................................1%

may work in two or more of the segments.
Source: Hawai‘i Science and Technology Institute: Innovation and Technology in Hawai‘i: An
Economic and Workforce Profile, October 2008.
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our people

mAui: ThE mElTing poT of
ThE pAcific

the plantation era in the nineteenth century. ethnic groups with
no language in common created their own distinctive parlance
using Hawaiian english as a base and incorporating words,
phrases, and grammatical structure borrowed from the
languages of immigrant groups. pidgin has evolved today as a
means of communication by local residents and symbolizes
Maui’s vibrant multiculturalism.

as an example of how diverse the
population is, Maui’s 2011 County
Council represents various ethnic
backgrounds, including Japanese,
Korean,

portugese,

Hawaiian,

Caucasian, and filipino

2011 County Council
Maui County

one of Maui’s greatest assets is its population–a successfully blended community within the most
integrated State in the u.S. Maui has long been an inviting gathering place, attracting a wide range of
people from different cultures and ethnic backgrounds from the pacific Rim and beyond. at the same
time, cultural origins are proudly preserved and celebrated at festivals and community-wide events.
Maui’s diverse population is a unique source of strength and
resourcefulness that has contributed to shaping its economy,
lifestyle, and culture. the traditions of each successive ethnic
group joined with the host Hawaiian culture, through
intermarriage, social proximity and intermingling, shared religious
practice, business relationships, and through simple necessities
such as food. alan Wong, one of Hawaii’s leading chefs, tells the
story of spending his summers as a teenager working in the

pineapple fields. His fellow plantation workers, who brought their
packed lunches with them from home, would trade and share
their home cooking, “talking story” about their origins, and forging
unique links that crossed national boundaries (see separate article
on page 15).
another expression of Maui’s melting pot, in common with other
Hawaiian islands, is the creole dialect known as “pidgin”,
developed initially as a simplified means of communication during

ever since Captain Cook sailed on a voyage of discovery to
Hawai‘i in 1778, successive waves of visitors and groups of
immigrants have played a distinctive role in creating Maui’s unique
cultural mix. in the first few decades that followed the first
Western contact, traders and adventurers from europe and north
america traveled to the Hawaiian kingdom, or stopped en route
to China and asia, introducing all manner of traded goods and
taking on provisions. in the early 1800s, trade in sandalwood and
koa wood for the Chinese market put Maui on the commercial
map, and the arrival of american missionaries and whalers,
mostly from new england, brought further changes.
By the mid-1800s, american businessmen and entrepreneurs
followed in significant numbers, establishing the sugar industry
on all of the islands, including Maui. Scions of two missionary
families, Samuel alexander and H. p. Baldwin, established the
most successful and longest-lasting sugar plantation of all.
initially, about 80 percent of sugar workers in Hawai‘i were
Hawaiians, but due to depletion in numbers as a result of foreign
diseases, these numbers declined significantly. thus, foreign
workers began to be brought in to work on the rapidly expanding
plantations. the first major group to arrive in the 1850s consisted
of field workers from China, mostly from Canton and southern
China; some also arrived from the u.S. mainland where they had
been working on the railroads. Chinese immigrants were mostly
single men and signed contracts for fixed periods (typically, three
to five years). they usually left the plantations after completing
their contracts, and many started their own businesses.
intermarriage with Hawaiian women was common.

mAui

portuguese sailors were early visitors to Hawai‘i (in the 1790s)
and by 1872, there were at least 400 portuguese settlers in the
islands. Hawaiian sugar planters followed a recommendation
made by members of this community to recruit laborers from the
portuguese islands of Madeira and the azores. they were
brought in as families and thousands traveled to Maui from the
1870s through the early 1900s with the intention of staying
permanently. they often moved into luna (supervisory) positions
after starting as field workers.
the largest immigrant group to Maui and the rest of Hawai‘i came
from Japan between the mid-1880s through the 1920s. like the
Chinese workers, they were mostly single men and agricultural
workers, although later on, Japanese men were recruited with
their families. in all, over 180,000 Japanese were recruited to
work on the sugar plantations; it is estimated that about half
returned to Japan after fulfilling their contracts.
another major ethnic group to settle in Maui County was from
the philippines. the end of the Spanish-american War of 1898,
which resulted in annexation of the philippines, signaled free
travel for filipinos into the u.S. and its territories. at around the
same time, political issues were leading to restrictions being
sought by the u.S. on further immigrations from China and
Japan. initially, it was single filipino men who came to work in the
fields, but later, families (and some single women) formed a
significant part of the influx. More than 126,000 arrived in Hawai‘i
between 1906 and 1946, and their numbers were important to
the growth of the pineapple industry during this period. a further
wave of immigration from the philippines occurred during the
1980s due to political instability and existing family ties in Hawai‘i.
Smaller groups of workers arrived on Maui in the early 1900s from
Korea and puerto Rico. other groups of field workers came to
Hawai‘i from such diverse places as norway, Germany, Scotland,
and Russia.
Data from the 2010 population Census show that almost onequarter (23.5%) of Maui’s residents describe themselves as a
combination of two or more races. of the remaining 76.5%, 34%
are Caucasian, 29% asian, and 10% Hawaiian or pacific islander,
a diverse range. together, the proud native people of Hawai‘i and
the descendents of these early immigrant pioneers have created
a vibrant and diverse society from the wellspring of their
distinctive cultural and ethnic traditions. individuals from the
groups are represented in all sectors of Maui’s economy, forming
a dynamic workforce brimming with talent and new ideas. there
is a saying on Maui – “Maui no Ka ‘oi” – translated as “Maui is
the best”. Maui is truly the best in terms of successful integration
of cultures and heritage, and gathering the power and wisdom
of its people for the benefit of all.
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AgriTourism: inTroducing
visiTors To mAui AgriculTurE
Jill engledow

back to the community. one key to success for the lavender farm
has been recruiting other community businesses to use the
farm's lavender to make value-added products, ranging from
scones to sunscreen, which are then sold in the farm shop.

Hawai‘i. invariably, members of Slow food Maui, a group that
supports locally grown food, show up to help with farm-related
festivals and events. these agriculture-related gatherings are some
of the most popular festivals held on the island each year, including
the Maui County agriculture festival and the east Maui taro fest.

85% of the food consumed in Hawai‘i

farmers as well as “foodies” need such dedication to make
agritourism, and agriculture in general, a success, says Weigert.
farmers want to start ag tours to help support their farms, but if
they’re only doing something for the money, it’s hard to sustain.
“Doing it to be a good steward, for the grandkids, for the
environment–those kinds of things drive people to get up every
morning and do what they do. if you’re doing it for something
greater than yourself, you're not going to give up.”

is flown or shipped here from other parts
of the world

a farmer who sells stalks of bananas to the local wholesaler may
find he can make a lot more money by turning some of those
bananas into banana bread to sell at a roadside stand. and if he
charges tourists a few dollars for a tour of his banana patch, then
retails dried bananas, banana smoothies, banana chips and even
banana holders hand-carved by his next-door neighbor, the
farmer may earn enough to make his formerly break-even farm a
profitable operation.
that’s the theory behind agritourism, a movement that satisfies
city folks’ yearning for a glimpse of country life and helps farmers
who barely make a living from commodity crops tap additional
farm-related income. Maui County’s agritourism ventures range
from the highly organized and commercial to small mom-andpop operations. they follow a tradition that in Hawai‘i goes back
to Honolulu’s famous Dole pineapple Cannery tour (closed in
1993) in which uniformed “Dole ladies” led visitors through the
company’s iwilei cannery. the tradition is found around the world
in places like provence, france, where tourists follow the
“lavender trail” of purple fields during the summer harvest season.

mAking AgriTourism Work
it’s not clear exactly how many agritourism ventures there are in
Maui County, but the Hawai‘i agritourism association (Hata) has
12 members in the county, and Hata president lani Medina

Weigert estimates there may be about 20 ventures total. a
national agricultural Statistics study published in January 2008
found that, of the 800 farms in Maui County, the number of
farms with agritourism activity rose from 31 in the year 2000 to
43 in 2003, only to drop in 2006 to 28. the decline highlights
the difficulty in making agritourism work. it’s a big step to go
from farming to welcoming visitors; in fact, the Hata website
includes a two-page checklist for farmers wondering if they are
ready for agritourism.
Weigert is an independent marketing and customer service
consultant who is also co-owner & Ceo for ali‘i Kula lavender,
one of the most successful agritourism businesses in Maui
County. as president of Hata, she shares her own marketing
expertise and her farm’s success in order to teach other farmers
how to set up a high-quality visitor experience with a low impact
on the community.
agritourism sites need everything from value-added products and
liability insurance to clean restrooms and shady places for visitors
to sit. food items must be prepared in a state-certified kitchen.
Someone on the farm has to have the personality and the
willingness to engage with visitors. Weigert says farmers need to
think about how to be good neighbors, both by avoiding
annoyances like big tour buses on country roads and by giving

mAui

permitting has been a big issue for would-be agritourism
operations, and in recognizing its significance, policymakers are
addressing it. Regulations set up to protect ag land for agricultural
use can hamper farmers’ efforts to add visitors and value-added
product shops to the mix. there is a delicate balance, and at least
part of the success realized by some agritourism operations is due
to the efforts of local farm Bureau officials who have been working
on this issue over the years. Maui County farm Bureau executive
Director Warren Watanabe advocates an agritourism ordinance
requiring counties to regulate such activity. the goal of the
ordinance would be to allow agritourism to support agriculture,
not to replace it. “We don’t want it to be like a Disneyland kind of
thing,” Watanabe says of agritourism. “We want to make sure
there’s some kind of farming going on. ag-tourism activities must
be an accessory use,” with farming the focus.

A kEy To ThE fuTurE for Ag
farming is hard work and has become very expensive, Weigert
says. Support for agriculture is important not just for individual
farm businesses but for the entire community. Maintaining a
system of food production is essential on islands thousands of
miles from potential sources; some 85 percent of the food
consumed in Hawai‘i is flown or shipped here from other parts
of the world, leaving the islands vulnerable to any disruption of
the supply. So farmers are forming alliances and doing whatever
they can to stay in business. “agtourism thrives as a regional
cross-commodity network of entrepreneurs,” says Watanabe of
the benefits of Hata. “Working within an association improves
cross-communication among those in agriculture, tourism and
culinary endeavors who have a common interest in the
development of agtourism.”
there is increasing community support as well. Besides the
farmers themselves working together and including other
businesses in making value-added products, the growth in the
“locavore” movement has helped. the Maui movement is part of
a nationwide “farm-to-table” trend to seek food products grown
close to home, particularly important in geographically isolated

for more information:
lani Medina Weigert
Hata president
lanim@aklmaui.com

Charlene Kauhane
Hata Board Member
Ccharlene@kauhaneinc.com

mAui AgriTourism AdvEnTurEs
Several operations on Maui
maintain daily hours and
retail outlets, with employees
to help with chores and
visitors. These are a few of
Maui’s top agritourism
attractions.
• Maui Tropical Plantation
showcases a tram looping
through a patchwork of
crops, and the restaurant
and shop offer farmrelated products.
• Tedeschi Vineyards offers
not only samples of its
Ulupalakua-produced
wine but tours of the
winery.
• Surﬁng Goat Dairy lets
visitors help herd the
animals and watch
milking, then taste awardwinning goat cheeses.
• Ali‘i Kula Lavendar allows
visitors to self-guide or to
take a guided tour.
• Maui Pineapple Tours
shows visitors around the
Hali‘imaile plantation ﬁelds
and sends them home
with a fresh pineapple.

• O‘o Farm welcomes
visitors to its biodynamic
gardens, where they pick
the produce for an
outdoor lunch.
• Ono Organic Farms offers
tours of an organic jungle
full of tropical fruit.
• Shim Farm is a one-man,
working coffee, protea
and botanical farm where
visitors see what goes into
the making of a bag of
dark-roast coffee (a recent
award winner).
• The Maui Grown Coffee
Company Store set up
shop in an old Pioneer Mill
ofﬁce, where it serves
coffee, sells related
products and hands out
maps for a self-guided
tour of the Ka‘anapali
Coffee Farms.
Maui County’s ag tourism is
not conﬁned to Maui Island.
On Moloka‘i, visitors can take
a “walkabout” at Kumu Farms
or “crack a mac” at Purdy’s
Natural Macadamia Nuts. On
Lana‘i, Alberta de Jetley
welcomes visitors for free at
Bennie’s Farm.
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sugArcAnE – mAui’s EnErgy
providEr for ovEr 100 yEArs

invEsTmEnT And commiTmEnT
HC&S’s longevity results from committed and skilled employees,
many of whom are multi-generational HC&S families, supported
by parent company alexander & Baldwin’s investments in its Maui
agricultural operation. tens of millions of dollars is invested
annually to ensure HC&S is operating efficiently and in an
environmentally sound manner.

supporT for islAnd lifE
Continuous investment and innovation has enabled HC&S to
remain a major employer and taxpayer on the valley isle, with
nearly 800 employees in three ag-related businesses, including
Kahului trucking & Storage and the east Maui irrigation Company
(eMi). the plantation’s purchasing power and payroll total close
to $100 million annually and have a multiplier effect of 1.5 times,
driving additional jobs, spending and economic activity on Maui
and in Hawai‘i. HC&S’s purchasing power further lowers the cost
of farm goods for the island’s small farmers, helping the broader
agricultural community on Maui. Maui cattle ranchers also rely
on HC&S’s cane tops, provided free of charge, as cheap feed for
their livestock. eMi owns and operates an extensive water
collection and transportation system which not only provides
water to HC&S, but to the County of Maui, to meet the needs of
upcountry homes, farms and businesses.

iAl

Maui is fortunate to be the home of Hawai‘i’s most productive and last surviving sugarcane
plantation, Hawaiian Commercial & Sugar Company, or ‘HC&S’ as the locals know it. HC&S blankets
the island’s broad central valley with a patchwork of 36,000 acres of lush green fields, contoured to

sugAr producTion

the shape of the island.
its size is a key attribute: economies of scale are essential to
HC&S’s success, as is an abundance of sun and adequate water,
combined with skilled labor and a commitment to continuous
improvements in farming and factory technology. these are
reasons why HC&S has been able to remain an important
economic engine for Maui for 130 years.

sugArcAnE plAnTs, poWEr plAnTs
the fertile slopes of Maui’s volcanic peaks, Haleakala and
Kahalawai, have for generations been used to grow sugarcane
plants, for its sucrose and for the plant’s fibrous residue –
bagasse – a renewable biomass fuel that powers HC&S’s
power plant and six percent of the island’s electrical needs.
another renewable resource which has supported HC&S over

a&B’s dedication to agriculture included voluntarily designating
more than 27,000 acres as “ial” – important agricultural lands
– ensuring that its legacy to agriculture is maintained on the
island. it was the first private landowner to do so, under the law
passed in 2008.

the years is surface water from these mountains: used first in
HC&S’s hydroelectric plants to generate power, then used to
irrigate the crop.

EfficiEnT And EnvironmEnTAlly sound
today, H&CS is the world’s largest drip-irrigated farm, thanks to
its 1980s investment in an irrigation technique which remains the
most effective way to irrigate a crop. HC&S’s commitment to
biological – versus chemical – control of insects and other
agricultural pests means that no insecticides are used across the
plantation. further, HC&S’s extensive crop variety testing and
development program works to select plants naturally suited to
Maui’s climate, soil and environmental factors such as the strong
winds and brackish ground water.

Measures of our success include the continuous cultivation of
36,000 acres with roughly half of the two-year crop harvested
each season during an eight-month period. When running at full
capacity, HC&S’s factory at pu‘unene can grind and process
7,200 tons of sugarcane stalks each 24-hour period – more than
14 million pounds of biomass daily. in the most recent year,
nearly 170,000 tons of raw and specialty sugar were produced;
the average field produced just over 11 tons of crystalline sugar
per acre.

poWEr
the fiber which remains after the juice has been squeezed from
sugarcane stalks is called bagasse; it is used at HC&S’s on-site
power plant to generate electricity needed for the plantation’s
factory and field operations, using co-generation to produce
steam. excess power sold to the local electric utility – Maui

mAui

electric Company. HC&S also operates two hydroelectric power
plants, generating clean energy from a renewable resource. in
total, HC&S generated 190,000 MWH of energy, and sold 68,000
MWH of firm power (not intermittent) to MeCo in 2010.

hc&s EnErgy fArm TrAnsiTion
rEsEArch projEcT
HC&S currently plays a significant role in Maui’s renewable energy
portfolio, and is uniquely positioned to play an even more
significant role as the State of Hawai‘i rallies around finding ways
to improve renewable energy output.

fEdErAl rEsEArch AssisTAncE
Because HC&S is the perfect working laboratory for biomass and
renewable energy research, in 2010, it attracted federal energy
grants from the u.S. Department of energy through a grant to
the university of Hawai‘i CtaHR, and from the office of naval
Research, through the uSDa.
the two major areas of research are crop development and
conversion technologies.
Crops: HC&S is evaluating other potential bioenergy crops such
as ‘energy canes,’ perennial grasses such as bana grass, a
variety of napier grass, and energy sorghums. HC&S currently
is field-testing 9,800 seedlings of energy cane; the oldest is now
3 months old.
soil and Water: Maui has many soil types and micro-climates
which enable these crops to be tested under a variety of
environmental conditions. Recognizing that water is a precious
resource, and a limiting factor in crop production, significant
studies are under way to establish and understand water use
efficiencies of the various bioenergy crops.
Conversion technologies: the technology needed to turn the
crop into energy is still unconfirmed but collaboration is underway
with companies representing the major conversion pathways:
fermentation and gasification. HC&S personnel have made site
visits to u.S.-based biofuel companies with the most promising
technologies, and to Brazil.
HC&S is also evaluating a feasibility study utilizing Maui County
landfill gas as well as other biomass sources such as cane trash
and wood chips.

for more information:
www.hcsugar.com
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mAui’s groWing
sEEd corn indusTry
luly unemori

Hawai‘i have research stations on the islands of Maui and
Moloka‘i: Monsanto Hawai‘i and Dow agroSciences. together,
they have invested millions of dollars in Maui County in the form
of well paying jobs, capital improvement projects, and spending
in the local economy.
for competitive reasons, the availability of Maui-specific data is
limited. on a statewide level, however, and in spite of controversy
surrounding genetically modified organisms (GMo), the industry’s
success and investment in the islands have been nothing short
of stellar. according to figures from the national agricultural
Statistics Service, Hawai‘i’s seed crop industry was valued at
more than $222 million for the 2009/2010 farming season, a
growth of nearly 500% since the 2000/2001 season. that figure
accounts for more than one-third the value of the state’s overall
agriculture industry.

Hawaii’s seed industry has become the
world’s leading producer of seed corn,
in spite of using less than five percent of
the state’s arable land.

Monsanto Seed Corn farm
KiHei, Maui

in 1965, Dr. James Brewbaker of the university of Hawai‘i invited fellow plant breeders from Cornnuts
inc. and illinois foundation Seeds to view his research efforts with corn on the island of Moloka‘i.
impressed by Brewbaker’s work, they expanded their seed production. it was a harbinger of what would
eventually become Maui County’s number one agricultural sector, the seed crop industry.
By the early 1970s, more than 200 producers of seed corn had
established themselves in Hawai‘i. at that time the value of the
industry was estimated at approximately $500,000. But it wasn’t
until the mid 1990s that the industry began to expand
exponentially, partly due to scientific advances in agricultural
research that led to the successful commercialization of improved

biotech crops, and partly to rapidly growing worldwide demand
for better crops that would enable farmers to produce more food
per acre than ever before.
over time, many of the seed producers consolidated into fewer
but larger companies capable of devoting greater resources to
agricultural research. today, two of the five seed companies in

as of 2009, the seed industry provided over 1,800 jobs
statewide, representing a 73% increase since 2006 and more
than 22% of all agricultural jobs in the islands. of those jobs,
roughly one-third are located in Maui County. the seed industry
also provides proportionately more professional and technology
(research and science) related jobs than other Hawai‘i
comparatives, and relatively higher wage scales. as a percentage
of earnings, their benefits packages exceed the national average
for all workers by more than 27%. little wonder that companies
like Monsanto Hawaii have earned multiple awards for being one
of the best employers in the islands.
in the community, Maui’s seed companies are among the largest
private supporters of science, agriculture and technology
education, providing local scholarships, paid internships, directto-school grants, countless volunteer hours and significant
in-kind support for educational endeavors like the Maui Schools’
Science & engineering fair, Maui County farm Bureau’s
agriculture in the Classroom program, agricultural displays at the
annual Maui County fair, and the Moloka‘i Country ag fair.
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County’s economy, and makes productive use of precious
agricultural land while at the same time preserving the islands’
attractive rural nature. although Maui lacks the u.S. Mainland’s
vast tracts of farmland, the islands’ year-round growing climate
and well established regulatory and legal systems are attractive
features for the industry. the industry is also a significant net
exporter for Hawai‘i, making it a valuable asset for an island state
that imports a large percentage of its goods. as a result, Hawaii’s
seed industry has become the world’s leading producer of seed
corn, in spite of using less than five percent of the state’s arable
land. the benefits of the seed industry, however, extend far
beyond Maui County’s shorelines.
Maui’s seed industry is part of a global research and development
process in which plant breeding is used to produce both
improved conventional and biotech parent seed lines. it’s not
unusual for this development process to take years of effort, with
different stages of the process carried out in various locations,
depending upon climate and other factors. in general, Maui’s
seed industry plays a role closer to the end of the development
cycle, with new seed varieties typically becoming available to
farmers within two to three years. Hawai‘i has been so successful
in its research that most of the corn grown worldwide today has
spent at least a portion of its development time in the islands.
the seed companies also have sister facilities in numerous
locations internationally including australia, Canada, Chile, China,
indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, new Zealand, peru, the philippines,
Singapore, thailand and viet nam. these facilities include
administrative and sales offices, manufacturing plants, seed
production facilities and research centers. Hawai‘i’s seed
companies regularly contribute to the efforts of their fellow
researchers and breeders, helping to develop new plant
innovations that will address the needs of farmers in their specific
regions – one of the many ways in which Maui County contributes
to the well being of the world.

for more information:
Hawaii Crop improvement association
www.hciaonline.org.
paul Koehler
Director of Community affairs, Monsanto Hawaii
(808) 891-8830, ext. 204
paul.h.koehler@monsanto.com

economically, the seed industry is a particularly good fit for the
County. Seed crops are a high-value business that creates jobs
with livable wages, expands professional career opportunities for
residents with college degrees, promotes diversification of Maui
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mAui’s culinAry ExpEriEncE:
EATing WiTh AlohA
nancy Kanyuk

students test their newly developed skills in some of Maui’s many
award-winning restaurants to get a feel for the rigors of the
industry. “it’s a win-win situation, says Chris Speere, MCa’s
program coordinator at the college, “because the employer also
gets to see the value of a potential employee in the kitchen.”
not only do students train in these kitchens but there is also
movement in the other direction. industry leaders helped develop,
design and implement the academy’s curriculum to make it fit the
workplace and also serve as guest faculty and even help raise
funds for the program.
Students work side by side with professional chefs at prestigious
community events, from award banquets to food and wine
festivals. in fact, says Speere, “these learning experiences are
as valuable as anything that takes place in a classroom”.
in addition to a curriculum on a par with leading culinary schools
on the mainland, MCa has also designed and created a stateof-the-art $17.2 million facility (pa‘ina) that is a model of
sustainability. first on the island to eliminate plastic bags and
Styrofoam, MCa also captures used vegetable oil for biodiesel,
provides green waste to pig farmers as feed and grows
hydroponic herbs on-site. it also markets value-added products,
like jams and jellies made with excess fruit–like pineapples and
raspberries, byproducts of Maui’s agricultural sector.
MCa graduates have found work from the east Coast to the
West Coast, and thanks to the program’s close relationship with
local industry, they typically find employment in the kitchens of
Maui’s restaurants.

What people eat, why and how they eat, it goes to the heart of any society. this is particularly true
in Maui where a rich multicultural tradition and unique history have resulted in a culture that celebrates
food, family and ethnic diversity.
the island’s agricultural past was shaped by the ancient land
system known as ahupua‘a, an early model of sustainability that
carved the island into pie-shaped wedges running “from the
mountains to the sea” and containing all the resources a human
community needed.
Within a hundred years of initial western contact, much of the
island was planted in sugar cane. immigrants brought in to work
the crop including Chinese, Japanese, Korean, portuguese,
filipinos, and puerto Ricans completed the transformation,
creating one of the world’s most culturally diverse populations
(see separate article on page 8). today this rich cultural blend is
evident in backyard picnics (where the variety of dishes reflect
this diversity) to the kitchens of fine dining establishments.

mAui culinAry AcAdEmy
the island’s most important training ground for all things culinary
is the Maui Culinary academy (MCa) at the university of Hawai‘i
Maui College. Students at the academy are taught to be proud
of their diverse backgrounds. they are also taught to value the
experience of their elders, one of the most important tenets of
asian and pacific island cultures. this even applies if these
“elders” are classmates one grade higher. the approach allows
newer students to benefit from the experiences of their older
counterparts. faculty members, unlike those in other academic
programs, are mentors and coaches rather than simply teachers.
When students enter the larger culinary community, mentors are
often professional chefs. this is literally “trial by fire” when

A nEW cuisinE
one of the program’s best-known graduates is James McDonald,
executive chef at two of Maui’s finest establishments. He and
other chefs on the island are at the forefront of a new cuisine aptly
named Hawai‘i Regional Cuisine. Spearheaded more than twenty
years ago by a group of twelve chefs across the state (including
three from Maui, Mark ellman, Beverly Gannon and peter
Merriman) it was in response to what old-school, upscale dining
in Hawai‘i used to be where diners were offered frozen, shippedin, picked-before-it’s-ripe food typically prepared by european
chefs who did not appreciate the cuisines and ingredients of the
pacific Rim.
these chefs dared to be different. they challenged earlier
practices such as shipping frozen mahimahi from places like
ecuador and fiji, and instead now celebrate the freshness of fish
caught sustainably in our rich island waters. in addition, they have
married fresh local products to Hawai‘i’s diverse ethnic flavors,
drawn from all parts of the pacific Rim.

mAui

they are also partnering with farmers to guarantee markets for
the produce they need which not only serves as a boost to the
economy but also provides the community access to fresh fruit
and vegetables. these days the watchwords are “indigenous
ingredients”, a celebration of ‘aina a me moana, the land and
ocean of Hawai‘i. Chefs are changing their menu selections
based on seasonal products, buying from local farmers and some
are taking it even further, growing produce for their own kitchens.
these attitudes are not just found in Maui’s premier restaurants.
they are also reflected in smaller dining establishments. in fact,
chefs across the island have embraced the cuisine, which brings
the old concept of ahupua‘a—with its emphasis on local sources
and sustainability—into the 21st Century.

nEW TrEnds in fArming
the linchpins of this cuisine are Maui’s farmers. not only are they
growing traditional crops like sweet potatoes and taro, they are
also planting newer crops—asparagus, cabbage, arugula and
other lettuces, strawberries, heirloom tomatoes, lavender, herbs
as well as distinctive products such as Maui onions and Maui
Gold pineapples. they are doing so on lands ranging anywhere
from less than an acre to much larger farms.
Some of Maui’s newest agricultural ventures include coffee and
cacao beans. While coffee in Hawai‘i has a tradition that extends
back to the 1800s, there is a push to make it as ubiquitous as
Hawai‘i’s world famous Kona coffee. and while the growing of
cacao is still relatively new there is great potential, according to
many in the agricultural community. in addition, Maui’s floral
industry, including lei flowers, protea and many others, is
producing almost a tenth of the island’s agricultural sales, and
growing steadily.
these days ranching, which was an integral part of Maui’s history
with its paniolo or cowboy past, has a distinctly modern feel.
Cattle are grass-fed, free of antibiotics and herded using kinder,
gentler techniques. Goats have fast become another important
island grazer, producing excellent cheese and other value-added
products.
today Maui is embracing 21st century concepts like conservation
and sustainability. But it is also rooted in respect for the ‘aina
(land) as well as a rich multicultural history. it is the best of both
worlds, a place where you can celebrate a rich history while
facing the future.
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univErsiTy of hAWAi’i mAui collEgE:
EducATion WiTh A gloBAl rEAch

the main campus is located on 78 acres, overlooking Kahului
Harbor on the beautiful north shore of Maui. uHMC is an
accredited, degree-granting campus of the university of Hawai‘i
System, offering 32 career and technical education degrees and
certificates, as well as four-year Bachelor’s degrees in applied
Business and information technology, engineering technology
and Sustainable Science Management.

uHMC has established itself in the
region as a leader in information
technology, allied Health, Hospitality,
Hawaiian Culture, and in its newest
program,

Sustainable

Science

mAui

the college’s advancements in technology paved the way for its
first Bachelor’s degree program in applied Business and
information technology (aBit). the aBit program combines the
best in entrepreneurial education with information technology and
liberal arts. the distance learning technology also allows
students to obtain Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees offered at
other uH campuses, including uH-Manoa, uH-Hilo and uHWest o‘ahu.

progrAms
the college strives to finds ways to better the lives of its local
community members. through the College’s allied Health
programs, students can gain certificates and degrees in
nursing, Dental Hygiene, and Dental assisting. these
programs offer foundational medical training and strong
community-based clinical training. facilities include multimedia
classrooms, a simulation laboratory, and computer and tv
origination classrooms.

Management.
the college is one of the fastest growing in the uH system with
more than 4,000 students. it was recently identified among the
top 20 fastest growing colleges in the u.S. with enrollments
between 2,500 and 4,999. it has established itself in the region
as a leader in information technology, allied Health, Hospitality,
Hawaiian Culture, and in its newest program, Sustainable
Science Management.

hisTory
over the years, the curriculum has changed to meet the needs
of residents and the employment needs of its island community.
originally established in 1931 as the Maui vocational School, it
was upgraded to Maui technical School in 1958, and joined the
university of Hawai’i System as Maui Community College in
1965. in 2003, the university of Hawai'i Board of Regents
approved it to offer its first four-year degree. and in 2010, it
officially became the university of Hawai’i Maui College.

imagine attending a world-class university on one of the world’s most unique and isolated
archipelagos, where surf sessions are epic and it is summer year-round. you can do so at Maui’s
only public institution of higher learning, the university of Hawai’i Maui College (uHMC).

in addition to its main campus, uHMC serves the areas of lahaina,
Hana, and the islands of lana’i and Moloka’i. Because of its
responsibility for educational outreach to these remote areas,
uHMC became a leader in developing distance learning programs
for non-traditional students in rural communities. in 1983, the
College established the first higher education cable television
channel delivering instruction via a closed circuit television. By 1988,
the Skybridge model was developed and adopted by the university
System creating the Hawai‘i interactive television System (HitS),
which now connects the entire island chain.

photovoltaic instruction
uHMC

the Maui oral Health Center (MoHC), serves as a classroom and
clinical site for the uH Maui College Dental assisting program and
aims to provide affordable and accessible oral/dental health care
to the underserved, low-income, and uninsured families of Maui.
Hawai‘i is one of the premier travel destinations of the world and
millions of visitors travel to the islands each year. to meet the
demand for one of Hawai’i’s fastest growing industries, uHMC
developed the Hospitality and tourism program (HoSt), which
trains individuals for employment in small and large hotels and at
other sites in the visitor industry. the College’s former
dormitories, Hale Haumana, are being transformed into a learning
lab, which will provide future hospitality managers with hands-on
training of running an actual hotel. to develop this unique project,
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the new Bachelors of applied Science
degree in Sustainable

Science

Management

represents

uHMC’s

dedication to developing

a new

generation of leaders in sustainability.
the program integrates topics in energy,
ecology, business and management,
water and wastewater, agriculture,
wastewater management, economics,
policy and social science.

mAui

the cultural discovery of Maui. Students travel from Japan, South
Korea, China, South america and other world locales to study
and enjoy all that Maui has to offer.

spEciAl cAmpus EvEnTs And confErEncEs
uHMC has also become a destination for international
conferences. in 2005, it hosted the World Hula Conference. in
2006, uHMC hosted the iX islands of the World Conference of
the international Small islands Studies association. and, in 2010,
it hosted the postsecondary international network (pin)
Conference, an alliance of postsecondary institutions dedicated
to furthering international education and understanding.

housing
uHMC offers student housing that makes it possible for students
from lana‘i, Moloka‘i, and outlying areas of Maui, as well as
Mainland and international students, to attend classes on the
Kahului campus. Kulanaa‘o, a privately owned and managed
apartment complex, is conveniently located within walking
distance to the uHMC campus.

uhmc’s gloBAl rEAch
located far from the hustle and bustle of city life, uHMC brings
the world to Maui and educates Maui about the world. the
dedicated faculty and staff work together to find new and
innovative ways to educate and inspire the students of Maui nui.
We hope that you will take the time to visit our beautiful campus
and let us show you what uH Maui College has to offer.
the college is partnering with premiere resorts, local businesses,
and Hawaiian agencies. the hotel will be sustainably built and will
include edible gardens.
uHMC’s best known program may be the Maui Culinary
academy (MCa), in which students learn and model the best
practices of the food service industry (see separate article on
page 15). Students operate a full-service restaurant, the leis
family Class act, and six casual food outlets. MCa is also a
research and training center for the development, sales, and
marketing of innovative ideas and food products for farmers and
entrepreneurs, and has its own brand of several unique products.
one of the most unique programs in the liberal arts area is the
Hawaiian Studies program, which allows students to enhance
their degree by taking courses in Hawaiian culture, language,
history, and philosophy. uHMC recently opened the institute of
Hawaiian Music, which is dedicated to the perpetuation and
preservation of Hawaiian music through establishing mentor
relationships with successful musicians. Grammy award Winning
musician George Kahumoku Jr., considered one of Maui’s artistic
treasures, leads the institute.

the new Bachelors of applied Science degree in Sustainable
Science Management represents uHMC’s dedication to
developing a new generation of leaders in sustainability. the
program integrates topics in energy, ecology, business and
management, water and wastewater, agriculture, wastewater
management, economics, policy and social science.

campus contacts:
Susan Wyche
Special projects Coordinator
(808) 984-3670
francine Ching
Student Government
(808) 984-3260

non-crEdiT progrAms
the college also offers sustainability-focused training through
the Sustainable living institute of Maui (SliM), a non-credit
program devoted to such areas as renewable energy,
sustainable agriculture, green building, and other areas that
integrate a holistic approach to planning and building
sustainable communities.
non-credit courses in other areas are popular on Maui, and the
office of Continuing education and training (oCet) provides lifelong learners training in workforce and economic development,
computer technology, personal enrichment, and trades
apprenticeship training. the Maui language institute (Mli)
program offers courses to match all levels of english proficiency,
and is designed as a combination of english language study and

alvin tagomori
vice Chancellor of Student affairs
(808) 984-3515
lori teragawachi
Director office of Continuing education & training
(808) 984-3406
engineering student
uHMC
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Building TomorroW’s WorkforcE
Through sTEm EducATion

the following standout programs are part of MeDB’s latest
initiatives that have been transforming students from passive
learners into active global problem solvers.

sTEmWorks™: hElping sTudEnTs BEcomE
BETTEr ThinkErs
unlike any other class in Hawai‘i’s middle and high school
curriculum, SteMworks is a multi-faceted, hands-on program where
students get to use the most current, high-end technologies in actual
community service learning projects. the process teaches them to:

islAnd EnErgy inquiry: TEAching TEAchErs
ABouT susTAinABiliTy
Since it began two years ago, Wit’s popular island energy inquiry
(iei) program, has trained over 150 educators in its energy science
curriculum and expanded from Maui across the state. it is the first
energy education program designed for Hawai‘i teachers that
combines scientific inquiry and engineering design processes with
cutting-edge materials and technologies in the classroom.
teachers are using this new knowledge and hands-on activities to
help middle and high school students learn about and someday
solve the state’s energy issues.

• acquire and analyze information
• tackle locally-based issues and provide solutions
• apply the latest computer design and geospatial technologies
While working on a specific project, students have the opportunity
to acquire the latest tech skills, from animation and CaD to
engineering design and GpS/GiS. they get to work with local
industry partners, gaining the satisfaction of knowing their efforts
are contributing toward improving life on their respective islands.
once a SteMworks team identifies an existing problem/opportunity,
each is tasked with creating a project design to customize and
test their solution. During the process, they learn how to develop
an industry partner relationship, provide an actual deliverable, and
maintain an ongoing solution for the future.

the Maui economic Development Board (MeDB) has been growing jobs, helping startup companies
and diversifying Maui County’s economy since 1982. as advances in science and technology during
the last decade led to a growing demand for more scientists and

engineers across the nation,

MeDB was one of the first to recognize the direct correlation between successfully filling 21st century
jobs and the ability of our teachers to prepare

children in science, technology, engineering, and

math (SteM) career fields.
in 1999, MeDB created the Women in technology (Wit) project
to work in partnership with educators and businesses to
strengthen the SteM education-to-workforce pipeline, while
initiating programs to motivate under-utilized resources such as
women and minorities toward technology-related fields.
Currently, the Wit project offers a wide range of K-12 programs
that have been successful in engaging students in SteM through
hands-on and project based learning, job shadowing, mentoring
and internships. Wherever relevant, cultural elements that help
students respect and honor Hawai‘i’s deep-rooted native
traditions and environmental values are woven into the program.

participants are learning to use GiS/GpS, CaD, Web Design,
animation, simulation, robotics and other advanced industry tools
to solve real world problems.
providing SteM professional development workshops to more
than 2,500 teachers has been a key underpinning of the program.
Wit now reaches 20,000 students annually, stretching across
each island.
in 2008, Wit expanded its flagship SteM service learning initiative
from Maui to o‘ahu with great success. Since then, it has
developed a number of best practice models that have been
adapted by forward-thinking communities in other states.

gEoTEch hAWAi‘i: using cool Tools To solvE
proBlEms
Recognizing the need to incorporate innovation in the way SteM
is delivered, Wit recently launched its Geotech program, a
statewide initiative to integrate the use of geospatial technology
into local K-12 schools. the program encourages hands-on
learning and real-world application of the latest Geographic
information Systems (GiS), Global positioning Systems (GpS), and
Remote Sensing technologies.
using geospatial tools with real-life information helps students build
and contextualize content knowledge in multiple disciplines. even
elementary students and youngsters in after-school clubs have
used GiS and GpS to explore their world, map local assets, and
document community conditions and needs. they have worked
to solve problems, boosting their skills and content knowledge,
even helping them feel better about school.
Wit provides professional development opportunities for teachers,
special events for students, ongoing online support for teachers
and students, and standards-based curriculum development.
armed with the latest geospatial information and related classroom
techniques, educators can then develop their own curriculum to
give students a head start towards 21st century SteM careers, as
well as valuable exposure to leading industry practices.

providing SteM professional development
workshops to more than 2,500 teachers
has been a key underpinning of the
program.
reaches

Women in technology now
20,000

students

annually,

stretching across each island.
the 2011 workshop series focused on photovoltaic electricity, wind
energy, solar thermal energy and energy efficiency. in addition, the
program incorporated presentations from local engineers and other
energy industry representatives on various energy topics.
participating teachers also received hands-on kits to take back to
the classroom, including miniature photovoltaic modules, a fourfoot wind turbine, and energy auditing equipment.
to augment the ieD curriculum and make it more tech relevant to
teens, a companion Clean energy Hawai‘i SteM ipad app was
created this year by nSC partners llC, a Maui-based software
developer. the itunes app features Hawai‘i-based clean energy
content and can be adapted to support innovative energy science
education in any community throughout the world.
MeDB is extremely proud of the progress it has made in developing
a multi-faceted SteM initiative that will move the entire state
forward in building and retaining a talented, innovative and
adaptable workforce. a member of the next generation sums it
up nicely: “The STEM program equipped me with tools I can’t buy
in a store, but tools I can use in life.”

for more information:
leslie Wilkins
program Director, Women in technology, and vice-president
MeDB
leslie@medb.org
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morE ThAn skin dEEp:
ThE EnvironmEnT is ThE Economy
Jill engledow

eucalyptus and pine. early foresters in Hawai‘i did not realize that
these imports could not replace the complex rain-catching layers
of a Hawaiian forest.

sAving ThE WATErshEd
the late twentieth century brought greater understanding about the
importance of the unique natural ecosystems of Hawai‘i. eager to
save the native forest that provided water for its downhill properties
as well as most of the population of east Maui, Haleakala Ranch
created the Waikamoi preserve in 1984, placing 5,230 acres under
the protective care of the nature Conservancy. a 14-year study
completed in 2009 on the effect of fencing and feral animal removal
in Waikamoi showed a 300 percent increase of native plant
coverage, while invasive grasses were reduced by half. Botanists
who conducted the study were stunned by the dramatic results. the
lands managed by the original partnership now provide some 60
billion gallons of water a year, all produced from an amazing forest
filled with trees, ferns, mosses, and the sounds of rare native birds
that find a home only in this water-rich wonderland.
the idea of protecting remaining forests spread. in 1991, Haleakala
Ranch and the nature Conservancy joined with other private and
public landowners to create the east Maui Watershed partnership,
protecting more than 100,000 acres. this forest preservation tool
has become a nationwide model of cooperation, a way for
landowners to manage by ecosystem, rather than by boundary.
Within 20 years, there were nine watershed partnerships in the
state, involving 45 private land owners and 24 public agencies and
covering close to a million acres.

in Hawai‘i, people often say that the environment is the economy. the state's leading industry, tourism,
exists because of the warmth and environmental beauty of the islands, lush with greenery and flowers,
surrounded by a clear blue ocean, caressed by the clean air of trade winds.
But, as anywhere in the world, the value of a healthy environment
is much more basic than just beauty. take water, the most
fundamental of elements. Hawai‘i's fresh water is collected by
mountain forests that pull moisture from the clouds, so protecting
the forests is vital to ensuring water supplies. While some have
blamed ranching for the negative impact on the environment of
livestock, it is now the ranchers who are leaders in reversing these
impacts and protecting the lands under their control. for these
ranchers, protecting the environment around them is essential to
running a successful business.

nATivE forEsT dEclinE
in the late 1800s, when ranching was big business in Hawai‘i,
landowners realized that formerly abundant water supplies were

dwindling as Hawaiian forests died. a native Hawaiian forest is an
intricate, multilayered complex that shelters plants and animals,
supplies fresh water to the lands below and protects the ocean
and reefs from runoff and sediment. like a great sponge, the forest
absorbs water that soaks into the ground to replenish the aquifer.
this system was nearly destroyed as newly-introduced cattle,
goats and sheep roamed out of control and ravaged forests. By
the middle of the nineteenth century, these animals had seriously
damaged the water supply as upland forests turned to grassland.
this allowed rainfall to run off, rather than soak in.
Most people thought in those days that the decline of native forests
was inevitable, and the only way to maintain the forest was to
replace native trees with fast-growing introduced species such as

Cooperation is the key to such efforts, and Maui has a strong track
record of working cooperatively to face common threats. When
dangerously invasive plants threatened to overwhelm native forests
in the early 1990s, partners including local ranchers and other
landowners, Haleakala national park, the County of Maui, the State
of Hawai‘i, federal wildlife agencies and volunteer groups all pitched
in to fight these threats. the organization that grew out of this effort,
Maui invasive Species Committee, recently received nearly
$1 million from the County’s office of economic Development to
fund the ongoing effort to control invasive plants and animals.

mAui

when rain does come, there is sufficient organic matter in the soil
to ensure that the rain soaks in rather than running off. While
efficiently collecting and filtering water and even sequestering
carbon, well-managed pastures serve an additional public benefit.

a native Hawaiian forest is an intricate,
multilayered complex that shelters
plants and animals, supplies fresh water
to the lands below and protects the
ocean and reefs from runoff and
sediment.
Haleakala Ranch manager Greg friel tells the story of a fire that
started in the South Maui community of Wailea and jumped the
highway into a vacant lot that had been untended for 50 years.
fed by decades’ worth of fuel load, the fire was soon roaring
toward the housing development on one side of the lot. friel arrived
to unlock a gate so firefighters could reach the fire from a Haleakala
Ranch pasture that had recently been grazed. Don’t worry about
our land, he told the firefighters; concentrate on the homes. Sure
enough, as the fire crossed the boundary into the ranch land, it
dwindled from roaring flames 10 to 15 feet tall to glowing embers.
fire protection is just one of the benefits well-managed pasture
lands contribute to the environment and the community. alex
franco is director of the Maui Cattle Co., a consortium of ranchers
who are working to raise cattle from start to finish on the island,
rather than shipping calves to the mainland as has become the
custom. franco is well aware of the scenic value of upcountry
Maui’s rolling green pastures, but he knows such pastoral beauty
requires care: “What we need is managed open space, not just
open space.” for, while ranching may not be the big business it
once was, the vast landholdings for which Maui ranchers are
responsible make up a major component of the beauty that draws
visitors to the islands.

mAnAging rAnchEs for ThE EnvironmEnT
Maui ranchers are now active participants in the Grazing lands
Conservation initiative, a nationwide consortium of individuals and
organizations working together to maintain and improve the
management and health of grazing lands. in Hawai‘i, ranchers
steward about a fifth of the land mass, with some 750,000 acres
in pasture land. Hawai‘i ranchers struggle to remain profitable in
an isolated location where costs for items such as seed and
fertilizer are high and drought often limits the amount of pasture
forage available. the initiative is helping these ranchers in their
efforts to manage pasture lands sustainably so that, for example,

for more information:
the nature Conservancy
Mark White
mwhite@tnc.org
Haleakala Ranch:
Greg friel
gregf@haleakalaranch.com
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lAnA‘i: ThE pEAcEful islE
Sarah Ruppenthal

these award-winning resort courses rank among the best in the
world, and draw golf enthusiasts from around the globe. the
accolades don’t end there. the Manele Bay resort was named
one of the World’s Best places to Stay by Conde nast traveler in
2010, and one of the 500 world’s best hotels by travel & leisure
magazine. according to four Seasons lana‘i public Relations
Manager Michelle edwards, the Manele Bay resort is ideal for an
intimate getaway, but it is also a popular destination for incentives
groups and conferences, thanks in part to the 12,000-squarefoot lana‘i Conference Center. With a monthly occupancy rate
hovering around 70 percent, both four Seasons resorts ensure
a steady flow of tourism dollars.

With the intent to support life and
industry on the island, Castle & Cooke
Hawai‘i developed the 1.2-megawatt
la ola solar farm, Hawai‘i’s largest
solar photovoltaic farm. la ola now
generates up to 30% of power to meet
lana‘i’s peak time electric needs.
While it may appear to be the premiere destination for world
travelers who crave a “private island” experience, there is another
force at work behind the scenes on lana‘i.

With no traffic lights, one gas station and 30 miles of paved road, it should come as no surprise that
lana‘i is often referred to as “the private island.” if you travel there, you’ll find that this is indeed an
appropriate moniker, as solitude will be the first to greet you upon arrival.
it’s easy to find tranquility on this diminutive, pear-shaped island.
you won’t find any shopping malls or fast food restaurants here.
But don’t be fooled by its appearance: it may be small, but there
is no shortage of activity on lana‘i.
the sixth largest of the main Hawaiian islands, lana‘i has a land
area of 140 square miles, the bulk of which is an oasis of sublime
beauty. and with a population hovering around 3,200 full-time
residents, the island evokes small town charm and an
omnipresent sense of family, or ‘ohana. it is also a tightly knit
community richly endowed with Hawaiian culture and tradition.
However, what really sets this island apart from the rest is a
striking juxtaposition of opulence and wilderness. once blanketed
with fertile pineapple fields and winding roads lined with towering
Cook island pines, lana‘i long ago earned the title of “the
pineapple isle.” the once-prosperous pineapple industry was
cultivated in 1922 by James D. Dole, and at its peak, supplied
nearly 70 percent of the world’s pineapples. lana‘i’s rich
pineapple industry came to end nearly two decades ago, as well
as the iconic Dole plantation era; however, economic conditions
on the sparsely populated island have not soured. Castle &

Cooke Hawai‘i (which owns nearly 98 percent of the island)
bought out Dole in 1961 and infused lana‘i with investment
capital. Breathing new life into the local economy, the company
has provided employment to half of the island’s residents and
ushered in a lucrative new industry: tourism.
like many of its neighbor islands, lana‘i has taken advantage of
Hawai‘i’s booming travel market, and it has phased in tourism
as its economic mainstay. today, the island is a quiet haven of
exclusive resorts, world-class golf courses and pristine beaches.
it also offers an undiluted, authentic Hawaiian experience.
visitors are drawn to the appealing dichotomy of luxury and
seclusion: a vast expanse of rugged, undeveloped land is offset
by two palatial resorts—the four Seasons Resort lana‘i at
Manele Bay and the four Seasons Resort lana‘i, the lodge
at Koele. owned by Castle & Cooke Hawai‘i and managed by
four Seasons Hotels and Resorts, the 102-room lodge at
Koele and the 236-room Manele Bay are home to two worldclass golf courses, the experience at Koele and the Challenge
at Manele, respectively.

in addition, four Seasons Resorts lana‘i General Manager tom
Roelens says both resorts combined employ 664 local
residents—a substantial segment of the island’s eligible
workforce. “tourism is an integral part of lana‘i’s thriving
economy and is the primary source of employment,” said
Roelens. “as ambassadors of aloha, we all play an active role
in the tourism industry to everyone that visits our beautiful
island—from the local fisherman to the school teacher to the
resort chefs.”
for those who prefer more modest accommodations, there is the
11-room country inn, the historic Hotel lana‘i and lana‘i City
Grille. located in the heart of lana‘i City, the inn is a stone’s throw
from Dole park town Square, an enclave of charming shops and
restaurant, most of which are independent and locally owned.
in the heart of lana‘i City, you will find the headquarters of Castle
& Cooke Resorts, as well as the lana‘i Culture & Heritage Center,
which exhibits historic images and artifacts “of traditional, cultural,
historical and artistic value to the people and island of lana‘i.”
the residential and commercial hub is also home to the island’s
only nationally affiliated rental car agency, where travelers can rent
a four-wheel drive vehicle to go “off-road” and explore areas such
as the Koloiki Ridge trail, Kaunolu Reserve, lana‘i pine archery
and the “Garden of the Gods,” an awe-inspiring rock garden that
lives up to its name.

lana‘i’s foray into sustainability may not end there. last year,
Hawaiian electric Company (HeCo) entered into an agreement
with Castle & Cooke Hawai‘i to purchase 200 megawatts from a
proposed wind farm slated for construction on lana‘i’s remote
northwest corner. if it moves forward, the project will be two-fold:
the construction of the wind farm and the construction of an 70mile-long undersea cable linking lana‘i into an upgraded electric
grid and operations system on o‘ahu. project developers say
there are plans to eventually connect the cable system to Maui
island. if it is approved, the ambitious project is not only expected
to create employment opportunities, but also place lana‘i on the
proverbial map in the world of renewable energy.
until then, tourism will continue to be the top economic driver for
lana‘i. and that comes as no surprise, as the intimacy of this
small, private island is certain to capture the hearts of visitors for
generations to come.

for more information:
James Johnson
Castle & Cooke Hawai‘i
(808) 565-4700
Michelle edwards
public Relations Manager
four Seasons Resorts lana‘i
(808) 275-2157
tom Roelens
General Manager
four Seasons Resorts lana‘i
(808) 565-2000
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on ThE lEAdErBoArd:
mAui golf
luly unemori

although they are closely affiliated with the upscale or luxury
accommodations of their respective resorts, these courses
also welcome local residents and visitors staying at other
hotels or condominiums.
Ka‘anapali was Maui’s first master-planned resort, an activity-rich
seaside community along a golden, three-mile stretch of beach
that was once a favorite playground of Hawaiian royalty. Bright
and energetic, Ka‘anapali Resort offers an endless array of
recreational opportunities, including two 18-hole golf courses, the
Ka‘anapali Kai and the Royal Ka‘anapali. the latter opened in
1962 and in its venerable history, has hosted a number of
professional tournaments including its most recent, the
Ka‘anapali Champions Skins Game, starring such luminaries as
Jack nicklaus, tom Watson, Ben Crenshaw, fuzzy Zoeller and
fred Couples.

experience at Ko‘ele
lana‘i

among the world’s great golf destinations, few could match Maui’s scorecard. approximately 20
golf courses – public, private, municipal and resort layouts – reside on the three inhabited isles that
make up the County of Maui: Maui, lana‘i and Moloka‘i.
each year, thousands of golfers tee it up on these fairways,
ranging from local residents and visitors from the u.S. Mainland,
to sophisticated travelers from countries around the world
including Canada, Korea, Japan, China and australia.
Maui’s popularity as a golf destination is largely due to the golf
industry’s commitment to providing an experience of exceptional
quality. virtually every major “best of” golf travel list includes one
or more of Maui’s courses. Honors include some of the industry’s
most prestigious awards from the likes of Golf Digest, Golf
Magazine, Conde nast traveler, Zagat Guidebook and
Golfweek. the islands’ courses have been lauded for everything
from the overall quality of their guests’ experiences to the caliber
of their course design, pro shops, teaching staff, women-friendly
policies, customer value, ecological practices and historic
preservation efforts.

Many of the world’s best professionals, from current pGa and
lpGa stars to the greatest heroes of the sport, have competed
on Maui, in televised tournaments broadcast to millions of
national and international viewers. in the early years, it was
aBC’s popular match-play series “Shell’s Wonderful World of
Golf,” and what was then known as the Canada Cup (precursor
to the World Cup). later came the lpGa Women’s Kemper
open, asahi-Kyosen Golf tournament, Ka‘anapali Classic,
lincoln-Mercury Kapalua international and lpGa Skins Game,
showcasing players from the pGa, lpGa, JpGa or Champions
tours. Maui County continues to host such thrilling events as
the Ka‘anapali Champions Skins Game and the Hyundai
tournament of Champions.
the most renowned courses are those located in Maui’s major
resort areas: Ka‘anapali, Kapalua, lana‘i, Makena and Wailea.

Kapalua, on Maui’s northwestern coastline, is akin to a 22,000acre gentleman’s estate, with gracious accommodations,
upscale amenities, numerous activities and breathtaking island
scenery dotted by stately Cook pines. the luxury resort offers
36 holes of golf at its Bay and plantation courses, as well as two
clubhouses and the 23-acre Kapalua Golf academy, the only
comprehensive learning facility of its kind in Hawai‘i. each
January, Kapalua hosts the pGa tour’s prestigious Hyundai
tournament of Champions, showcasing the best tour players of
the year and sponsored by Hyundai Motor america, a subsidiary
of Hyundai Motor Co. of Korea.
Makena lies furthest south of the four major golf resorts on the
island of Maui. peaceful and secluded, the resort encompasses
one 18-hole course designed by master architect Robert trent
Jones Jr., accompanied by an upscale beachfront hotel and sixcourt tennis club. the par-72 Makena Golf Course plays on the
“wild and woolly” side, its manicured fairways flowing over and
along the natural foothills of Mount Haleakala, past natural gullies
and stream beds, and amongst acres of kiawe trees. like many
of Maui’s golf courses, it offers sweeping views of the ocean and
the island’s natural splendors.
Wailea offers the most golf of any resort destination in the State
of Hawai‘i. its three 18-hole courses – the Wailea Gold, Wailea
emerald and Wailea old Blue – have collectively earned more
than 90 awards and accolades, and are renown for their superb
course conditions and ocean vistas from virtually every hole. each
summer, Wailea Golf Club’s 12-acre training facility is transformed
into the Celestial Cinema, the main venue of the star-studded
Maui film festival. Wailea is also home to Hawai‘i’s only David
leadbetter Golf academy, and is the former site of the
Champions Skins Game, lpGa Skins Game and asahi Kyosen
Golf tournament.

mAui

the island of lana‘i boasts two spectacular par-72 resort
courses, the experience at Koele designed by Greg norman
and ted Robinson, and the Challenge at Manele, created by
Jack nicklaus. the experience is lana‘i’s mountain course,
built high on the island’s rolling hills and featuring dramatic
views and elevation changes. in contrast, the Challenge is
located at sea level, on hundreds of acres of lava fields with a
dry, desert-like terrain. the courses are affiliated with the
island’s two world-class resort hotels, both managed by four
Seasons Hotels and Resorts.
Beyond the resort areas, Maui County is also home to two private
clubs, an oceanside municipal course in Waiehu, and an excellent
selection of public tracks, including popular courses at Maui lani,
Waikapu, pukalani and Kihei. the ironwood Hills and Cavendish
courses provide recreational golf on the islands of Moloka‘i and
lana‘i, respectively.
aside from offering recreational opportunities, Maui’s golf industry
plays a significant role in the local economy. they serve as highvalue amenities for Maui’s hotels and resorts. they enhance real
estate sales for adjoining residential communities. their marketing
efforts add millions of dollars to the state’s economy – more than
$20 million annually from the two televised golf tournaments
alone. their clubhouses provide space for restaurants and retail
shops, and their outdoor areas are popular sites for numerous
special events including private group functions and unforgettable
weddings.
the golf courses additionally provide job opportunities for
employees with specialized skills in sports, landscaping,
operations, business administration, retail and sales and
marketing, among others. they function as drainage areas for
surrounding residential communities, make productive use of
Maui’s limited land area, and help preserve the islands’ open
space in an aesthetically pleasing manner. not least, they are
substantial supporters of the greater community, through
numerous charitable endeavors that have contributed millions of
dollars for nonprofits and community organizations throughout
Maui County.
With so many eagles and birdies on its scorecard, little wonder
that Maui County commands a perennial spot on the world’s
leaderboard of great golf.
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molokA‘i: ThE friEndly islE
Sarah Ruppenthal

subsistence culture underpins the economy. in recent years,
Moloka‘i has made significant gains in diversifying its economy,
particularly through the growth of entrepreneurial enterprises.
over the last decade, principal economic variables on Moloka‘i
have included tourism, cattle ranching and diversified agriculture.
of these, diversified agriculture has taken center stage as the
island’s primary economic driver, according to Moloka‘i Chamber
of Commerce president Robert Stephenson. With the closure of
Moloka‘i Ranch (which owned roughly a third of the island and
operated its sole resort at the time, the Sheraton Moloka‘i lodge)
in 2008, nearly 15 percent of the local workforce lost their jobs.
to make matters worse, Stephenson cites a number of additional
obstacles: economies of scale, the need to import nearly all of
the inputs, fluctuating costs of outbound freight and the
dependence on the biweekly arrival of freight shipments in
Kaunakakai Harbor. all of this, says Stephenson, yielded a set of
unique challenges for Moloka‘i.
in spite of this, the community has—and will continue to—
overcome these economic hurdles, evidenced by an influx of
specialty and organic farming operations on the island.
“agriculture is really the centerpiece of Moloka‘i’s private sector,”
says Stephenson, “and it will only continue to grow.”

l-R: Kupuna pilipo Solatorio, Halawa valley
MoloKa‘i

a trip to the island of Moloka‘i could very well convince you that time travel is possible. a stark contrast to the modern accoutrements of neighboring Maui and o‘ahu, Moloka‘i is secluded and unspoiled, ostensibly impervious to 21st century trappings. and it intends to stay this way.
thirty-eight miles long, ten miles wide and encompassing a land
area of 261 square miles, Moloka‘i, known as the “the friendly
isle,” is the fifth largest of Hawai‘i’s six inhabited islands.
Moloka‘i’s amicable nickname is apropos, as visitors are made
to feel welcome here, and the community itself is tightly knit.
according to recent census data, 7,404 residents call the island
home, and roughly 40 percent of the population is of native
Hawaiian ancestry.

that have stood the test of time. Kaunakakai’s business district is
a mere three blocks long, and is located just a few miles from the
island’s single airport. it is the retail nucleus of the island, with
ample meter-free parking, a pair of gas stations, one art gallery
and a handful of charming “mom and pop” establishments that
sell homegrown goods and tend to close early—even on the
weekends. it’s no surprise that visitors to this remote island find
themselves transported to another time and place.

What sets Moloka‘i apart from the rest of the Hawaiian islands,
however, is its rustic tranquility and exceptional natural beauty.
little seems to have changed over the decades. accessible only
by boat, ferry or small plane, the island has been left virtually
untouched by time. the friendly isle boasts pristine beaches,
towering sea cliffs, serene coastlines, rugged landscapes and
Hawai‘i’s largest reef system.

to say that Moloka‘i is a quiet place is an understatement. yet, in
the absence of shopping malls, fast food restaurants and traffic
lights, this sleepy island will awaken the senses with its distinctive
charm and character.

Moloka‘i’s largest town, Kaunakakai, offers a snapshot of 19th
century Hawai‘i, with several original structures and storefronts

But behind this pastoral exterior lies a burgeoning local economy,
one that has persevered despite a series of formidable
setbacks—a testament to the spirit and resilience of the people
who live there. the people of Moloka‘i have a well-deserved
reputation for entrepreneurship, and a significant and successful

to many, this does not come as a surprise. the idyllic,
agrarian way of life—fishing, farming and ranching—has
existed for generations on Moloka‘i. today, it is the island’s
economic mainstay.
Stephenson estimates there are ten community-based, organic
farming operations that produce a range of export crops
representing the best of Hawai‘i’s natural bounty: certified organic
papaya, mangoes, coffee beans, purple sweet potatoes and
macadamia nuts. these farms are owned and operated by local
residents, many of whom learned to cultivate crops from previous
generations of subsistence farmers.
in addition, Moloka‘i has emerged as a major player in the
growing seed corn industry, with three seed corn operations:
Dow agroSciences, Mycogen Seeds and Monsanto Hawai‘i.
according to Monsanto Hawai‘i, the seed industry, valued at
more than $200 million, is currently the state’s largest agricultural
commodity, surpassing both sugar cane and pineapple. it is also
an industry with a promising future, as the rising global population
will drive the demand for agricultural goods.
Moloka‘i has developed a national reputation for producing highquality seed corn and the industry is now the largest provider of
private jobs on the island, generating as many as 200 full-time
and seasonal positions for local residents. the industry also
draws “seed enthusiasts” from around the globe, which has
yielded a niche travel market for the tiny island. additionally, these
seed companies play a pivotal role within the community,

supporting several nonprofit groups and events through
employee volunteerism, in-kind contributions and grant funding
for education, environmental stewardship, healthcare and
human services.
another significant industry is one that is commonplace
throughout Hawai‘i: tourism. Moloka‘i caters to a particular type
of traveler, however, one who desires an “atypical,” authentic
experience, which is exactly what the island will deliver.

to many, this does not come as a
surprise. the idyllic, agrarian way of
life—fishing, farming and ranching—has
existed for generations on Moloka‘i.
today, it is the island’s economic
mainstay.
the island may be diminutive in size, but there is no shortage of
cultural, archeological, natural and recreational wonders. from a
guided mule ride into Kalaupapa national Historical park to an
eco-tour showcasing endangered native plants and birds within
the Kamakou preserve, it is little wonder that Moloka‘i has
become one of Hawai‘i’s most treasured destinations.
With only one resort, Hotel Moloka‘i, prospects for overnight
accommodations may seem scarce, but with a bevy of
campgrounds, bungalows, condominiums and bed-andbreakfasts scattered across the island, Stephenson reports there
are approximately 300 rooms available at any given time.
the people of Moloka‘i are working for a future that will sustain
both the ‘aina (land) and its population. they are dedicated to
constructing an economic infrastructure that balances traditional
cultural and social values, provides sustainable employment and
economic growth, and preserves the openness which makes
Moloka‘i truly “the friendly isle”. Judging from the looks of things,
as Stephenson says, “Moloka’i is on the right track.”

for more information:
Robert Stephenson
president
Moloka‘i Chamber of Commerce:
(808) 646-0928
rob@molokaivoice.com
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ThE AposTlE of lEpErs
& sErvAnT of god
vincent Ryan linares

surrounded by rough seas on three sides and steep cliffs at its
back. Kalaupapa has always been a very difficult place to reach
which was the intention of its original planners–total isolation of
the lepers.
today, in spite of access issues, the number of visitors to the
Settlement continues to grow, with the expectation that once the

to many, Kalaupapa is, and will
continue to be, a holy shrine, a place
once horrible but where now, given St.
Damien’s work and that of other
countless people, the largesse of the
human spirit, in spite of hardships,
impediments, & criticism, is celebrated.
park itself is finished and appropriate access issues are solved,
the Kalaupapa Settlement and St. Damien’s life there will witness
growing numbers of visitors, each visitor making an economicsocial contribution to both Moloka‘i and the State.
left: father Damien Right: Bishop House
Kalaupapa, MoloKa‘i

today, father Damien, the leper priest of Moloka‘i is well known throughout the world and especially since his canonization to sainthood in october 2009. St. Damien’s personal history, and his
great influence on 19th century Hawaiian history itself, since first contact in 1786, can be evaluated
in many ways.
the most significant measure of his historical value to the State
of Hawai‘i is the respect garnered him. today his bronze
statues stand in two prominent places in the united States:
one stands in the u.S Capital along with King Kamehameha - one of two state statues allowed in the u.S. Capital, and
another stands prominently in front of the Hawai‘i State Capital
building in Honolulu.
an additional testament to St, Damien’s contributions to the State
and to mankind, one that will surely bring continuing economic

little known to many is that given the advancement of worldwide
communications in his day, the telegraph, specifically, and its
extensive use by newspapers, father Damien’s work became
famous worldwide, much like Mother theresa’s work in india in
her lifetime. He was especially famous in england, due to
newspaper coverage of his work. Subsequently, his pioneering,
hands-on work with thousands of lepers who had been dumped
for years in an underfunded and mismanaged settlement was a
cause of great embarrassment to the Kingdom of Hawai‘i, as well
as to the established organized religions in the islands–including
his own Catholic Church.

benefits to the State of Hawai‘i, is the establishment of a federal
national park at Kalaupapa, Moloka‘i, long time home to the leper
settlement established in the 19th century that gained
international attention–much of it highly critical at first, during
Damien’s life there.

Gaining fame he neither wanted nor accepted, father Damien
was to spend many of his early years in Kalaupapa in constant
conflict with the governmental and religious agencies
responsible for assisting the Settlement, causing them great
loss of face and criticism due to ever increasing negative
publicity about the Settlement.

Before his sainthood, and well before the federal government’s
establishment of a park, increasing numbers of pilgrims made
their way to Moloka‘i to visit Kalaupapa–not an easy journey, now
or then, since the Settlement is a very isolated peninsula,

furthermore, relationships with the Kingdom and his own Church
were made no easier, given his personality, his passion for his
work, his mercurial temperament, and his uncompromising
advocacy for his stricken people. like most zealots, he was

impatient with those who impeded for any reason improvements
to the lives of the patients in Kalaupapa. During his life there
seems to have been no middle ground about supporting him, for
he was either well liked, and or highly criticized. With his death,
the controversy surrounding his life, his mission, his
accomplishments, and his mercurial personality did not abate.
of great historical importance, and in strong defense of father
Damien’s life and of his contributions to Hawai‘i and to the
eradication of leprosy, was a letter written by noted author Robert
louis Stevenson in 1890. Soon after his death, and in face of the
international praise for his life’s work, father Damien was brutally
criticized in a local religious Honolulu newspaper by a highly
influential protestant minister, Revered Hyde–a man who through
his published words fueled the negative rumors about father
Damien’s behavior during his life.
it is important to know that the social-political rivalry between
established religions in Hawai‘i was quite rigorous in the late 19th
century, with father Damien often times an issue of great
contention between the powerful protestant community and the
emerging Catholic Church. Stevenson’s letter, published
internationally, was a full-blown skewering of Rev. Hyde, along
with a brilliant defense of father Damien. Such publicity, coming
from such a recognized international literary giant, was highly
instrumental in securing father Damien’s place in history both in
Hawai‘i and worldwide. Rev. Hyde’s harsh comments about
Damien and Robert lewis Stevenson’s defense of Damien’s
humanitarian contributions can be found in the book father
Damien, an open letter to the Reverend Dr. Hyde of Honolulu.
throughout the late 19th century, and well into the early 21st,
father Damien’s life and accomplishments in Hawai‘i became
increasingly recognized. Because of his fame, his human remains,
much to the unhappiness of many Hawaiian residents, were
returned to his native Belgium at the request of the Belgian
government. today, his now-saintly remains lie buried in a
beautiful marble crypt in St Joseph’s Church in leuven, Belgium,
where he began his priestly life as a young seminarian.
on october 11. 2009, Joseph De veuster–father Damien–was
canonized in Rome by pope Benedict Xvi at Saint peter’s
Basilica.
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mAui TimEshArE no kA ‘oi
Howard nusbaum

of total inventory over the past decade. the shift reflects in large
part the booming popularity of timeshare ownership on Maui and
throughout the state.

timeshare visitors stay for nearly a
week, travel in larger groups and
spend

more

money.

Combined

with their destination loyalty, these
attributes make timeshare owners
a particularly desirable visitor.

there is a saying on Maui that typifies the generally feeling about Hawai‘i’s second largest island:
Maui no ka ‘oi, Maui is the best. Certainly when it comes to the state’s renowned visitor industry,
Maui takes a back seat to no one and has developed a widely recognized international brand
distinctly its own.
More significantly, Maui consistently produces some of highest
room rates and occupancies in the state, and routinely captures
awards from the most respected travel outlets in the world
including Conde nast traveler, travel + leisure, tripadvisor,
travelocity, Successful Meetings, and Meetings and Conventions.
once the exclusive destination of Hollywood’s elite, the world has
come to know Maui and has been flocking to its sun-drenched
shores in droves.
one of the biggest reasons for Maui’s success in attracting
travelers worldwide is the dynamic timeshare segment of the
island’s visitor industry, a segment that has grown dramatically in
recent years and includes some of the biggest hospitality brands
in the world. in fact, Maui has the most timeshare units of all the
islands, representing 33.7 percent of the total state supply. in
2009, Maui’s timeshare sector generated $40.2 million in total tax
revenues, nearly half of the industry’s $85.7 million in revenues
statewide, according to the latest data in an analysis of the State
of the Hawai‘i timeshare industry: 2010 edition by Hospitality
advisors llC and its 2011 supplemental report.

timeshare visitors stay for nearly a week, travel in larger groups
and spend more money. Combined with their destination
loyalty, these attributes make timeshare owners a particularly
desirable visitor.

the value of new construction is not the only measure of the
strength of Maui’s timeshare sector. Room occupancy rates, a
key indicator, particularly during tough economic times, shows
that visitors are voting with their vacation dollars to go the
timeshare route. the most recent data available shows that
Maui’s timeshare properties enjoy a 91.6 percent occupancy rate,
the highest of all the islands. in comparison, Hawai‘i’s traditional
hotel rooms posted a 66.5 percent occupancy rate during the
same reporting period. the consistent and resilient occupancy
rates of Maui’s timeshare properties, as well as those statewide,
have helped to stabilize Hawai‘i’s visitor industry and the broader
economy. timeshare visitors can be counted on to arrive year
after year and spend money on local businesses, regardless of
the state of the economy. that has meant jobs for nearly 1,500
Maui residents and nearly $64 million in annual wages in 2009.

Moreover, Maui’s overall timeshare sector is again on track to
outpace the island’s overall visitor industry by two key measures:
the value of investment in new construction and annual
occupancy rates (trends also mirrored statewide). the success
of Maui’s timeshare sector is even more impressive when
considered against the bigger picture of tourism in many major
markets still struggling to recover from the worldwide economic
downturn in 2008-2009.

the economics and appeal of timeshare properties go far beyond
the county of Maui and its residents. timeshare ownership is also
getting a lot of attention from individual travelers, as well as major
visitor industry companies and destinations, because the upside
is so compelling. an individual generally purchases a real estate
interest in a timeshare project, which usually equates to a week’s
stay at that property. it is a commitment to a travel lifestyle as well
a commitment to the State of Hawai‘i. Depending on the
particular project, individuals can exchange their ownership at
one timeshare property for other destinations, or can sometimes
bank the time for a longer vacation.

approximately $18.3 million was spent on capital investment for
timeshare projects on Maui in 2009 and 2010. Statewide, capital
expenditures for timeshare projects totaled nearly $203 million,
most of that for new construction. that compares with the fact
that presently there are no hotel-only construction projects in
Hawai‘i, and the percentage of hotel rooms that make up the
state’s available lodging rooms has declined from 70% to 57%

the boon for an individual is that he or she puts money into a
known quantity, a high-value travel experience, usually with more
available space and room amenities than a traditional hotel room.
that often means the traveler brings along more family members
on vacation. the benefit for timeshare developers is that
timeshare purchasers, have, in essence, paid in advance for the
room nights, and enjoy strong brand and destination loyalty. that

mAui

last point is particularly important for destinations, as the
individual travelers have chosen to invest in a particular market,
thus strengthening their ties to a specific locale.
Demographically, timeshare owners are more mature and have
higher income and education levels than the traditional hotel
traveler. according to research conducted for the aRDa
international foundation, the mean age of a timeshare owner is
52.2, median income is $78,400 and 61 percent hold college
and/or professional degrees. overall, reports show that timeshare
visitors stay for nearly a week, travel in larger groups and spend
more money. Combined with their destination loyalty, these
attributes make timeshare owners a particularly desirable visitor.
interestingly, it is not only the offshore traveler who is attracted to
timeshare opportunities in the Hawaiian islands. over 6,000
Hawai‘i residents have also purchased timeshare ownership in
local properties. the impact of timeshare ownership not only on
Maui, but throughout Hawai‘i, is felt in a number of ways and the
indicators show the importance of this sector to the state’s overall
economy. for example, Hawai‘i’s timeshare industry contributes
$85.7 million a year in state taxes and employs about 4,500
people, almost all of whom work in full-time jobs. those
employees earn a total of nearly $294 million a year in salaries
and wages. in addition, Hawai‘i timeshare units earned $118
million annually in total rental revenue, based on 558,209 total
nights rented. the average price per night per unit during the
study period was $205.
the impressive numbers add up to one thing – as the visitor
industry is critical to Maui’s economic success, the timeshare
sector is now a critical element in strengthening and developing
Maui’s visitor industry by providing new and growing revenue and
jobs for residents. the figures also reflect the larger fact that Maui
remains one of the world’s premier visitor destinations with its
combination of breathtaking scenery, unbeatable weather, and a
culturally diverse and welcoming people.
native Hawaiians have a saying that captures the warmth and
aloha spirit of their culture – “e Komo Mai!” it literally translates to
“please come in!” But in the larger context, it can also mean, “you
are always welcome in this home.” that is the innate appeal of
Maui, and of Maui’s vibrant timeshare industry.

for more information:
Howard nusbaum
aRDa president & Ceo
hnusbaum@arda.org
www.arda.org
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ownership. according to the Maui news of July 13, 2009, to buy
a home in “Dream City,” or Kahului, a worker had to pay a $600
down payment and $50 per month. Maui news reported, “Many
of the original owners remain in their homes today. Homes now
sell for over $300,000, more than 30 times the original investment
made by the proud early participants in a new way of life. Kahului
is truly an american success story.” in fact, many homes in Dream
City originally sold for $6,000 or less, making the 2009 value 50
times more than the investment. Meantime, many of the
plantation houses—moved or at their original sites, modernized
or kept simple—are still part of the island’s real estate stock.

lAunching modErn mAui
in 1996, as Maui was taking a huge leap into the high
technology of the late twentieth century, Major General edward
v. Richardson, then Director of Hawai‘i State Civil Defense and
now a vice president of the Board of the pacific aviation
Museum, shared his Maui real estate story. the crowd, including
Senator Daniel inouye, was gathered to celebrate the opening
of pacific Disaster Center in Kihei. “Some of you may know that
i was born and raised here on this island,” Richardson said. “i
am a Maui boy. Before the Second World War, Kihei was
nothing but miles and miles of barren beaches, thick with kiawe
trees with their dangerous thorns, and one unpaved sand road.
there was no running water—wells provided the only source of
water—and there was no electricity. My grandfather bought 2
1/2 acres of land on the beach here for five dollars an acre, or
$12.50. i often think of how a rich i would be today, if he had
only spent just a little bit more, maybe $100 and bought 20
acres of beach property.”

everywhere you go on Maui, you hear tantalizing valley isle real estate stories. visitors find
themselves caught up in the magic and daydreaming their own Maui fantasies
Some are thinking of living on Hawai‘i’s second largest island,
others are thinking of fractional ownership of a place that they
can feel at home in for several weeks or months each year. Still
others are making plans to invest in Maui real estate now or to
retire to the paradise of Maui later. Many find it impossible to wait
until they reach retirement age to own a home from which they
can drive to Haleakala volcano, “Heavenly” Hana, historic
lahaina, the world-class beaches of Maui’s west side and north
shore, or to the glorious expanses of sun and sand that stretch
along south Maui from Ma‘alaea through Kihei to Wailea and
Makena. even if you haven’t yet heard any Maui real estate
stories, you will have dreams of your own as soon as you see
the island.

plAnTATion pAsT
not so long ago, Maui was a plantation island growing pineapples
and sugar cane, and almost the entire population of the island
lived in plantation camps—company towns with small houses for
families and barracks-like group homes for single men.
When you fly into Maui now, alexander & Baldwin’s 37,000 acres
of Hawaiian Commercial & Sugar Company cane fields provide
the lush green welcome mat under your plane. a&B—the biggest
sugar company on Maui, then and now—set the stage for
modern Maui real estate starting in 1949. the company began
construction of a town near Kahului Harbor for plantation workers
who wanted a piece of the new “american Dream” of home

Maui real estate wealth was not the only point of the Civil Defense
Director’s story. He was also talking about Maui as a beneficiary
of military technology that was becoming available for civilian
uses. indeed, Maui hosts many thriving high-technology
organizations today; some are military, some are federal
contractors, and many have been developed by private sector
entrepreneurship. they are important to career opportunities, and
therefore, to the housing options on Maui.
far from the sleepy, rural island dominated by plantations, Maui
today has both bustling business districts and some undeveloped
acreage. three significant districts of luxury resorts and
residences have developed. two are on the west side, north of
historic lahaina, which was once a mecca for the whaling
industry. those are the master-planned communities of
Ka‘anapali and Kapalua, where the pGa starts the golf year each
January. the third is on the west-facing south shore, and includes
the resort and community of Wailea, as well as the more remote
hideaway of Makena.

mAui

Workforce towns have developed throughout Maui, too, and
much of the island’s north coast and upcountry area are still
primarily rural and agricultural, little changed since the plantations
gave way to individual, private land ownership. in the far eastern
district of Maui—comprising Keanae, Hana, Kipahulu, and
Kaupo—the communities are largely agrarian, and still very
Hawaiian, but many people have also chosen to build homes for
themselves and their families in this area.
Hawaiians have always said, “Maui no ka ‘oi,” meaning Maui is
the best. in the twenty-first century, absolutely anyone looking for
a home, a lot, a apartment or even a good long-term investment
will find a place that is “no ka ‘oi,” too. in Wailuku, the seat of
Maui government, the old days live on with a modern touch.
upcountry, among the farms and villages, a buyer might choose
to be either nestled in a forest or perched on a rise with bicoastal,
million-dollar views. from the simplicity of Kahului—still Dream
City for some—to the elegance of Wailea and the west Maui
resort towns, there is truly something for everyone on the island
that was the capital of the Hawaiian Kingdom, until the center of
government shifted to o‘ahu.
even though no one is going to find a home on Maui for $6,000
as plantation workers did in 1949, or beachfront lots for $5 an
acre as Major General Richardson’s grandfather did, there are still
great opportunities at all levels on the island. in fact, from 2001
through 2010, average sale prices for condominiums on Maui
rose 12.4% annually. During the same 10 years, average sale
prices for homes and vacant land rose at annual rates of 6.4%
and 5.7%, respectively.
opportunities for homeownership and profitable real estate
investment are as plentiful on Maui as the world-class and worldfamous beaches. far more important, Maui is a place where real
estate dreams come true every day.

for more information:
Realtors association of Maui
(808) 873-8585; fax (808) 871-8911
info@RaMaui.com
www.RaMaui.com
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mAui counTy:
lEAdEr in rEnEWABlE EnErgy
In July 2011, the County utility, Maui

Commercial & Sugar Co. (HC&S), a subsidiary of alexander &
Baldwin (a&B) and the last remaining sugar plantation in the state,
is contracted by Maui electric Co. (MeCo), the island’s electricity
utility, to produce up to 16mW of Maui’s energy needs. HC&S
generates this power primarily from bagasse, the fibrous material
remaining after sugar cane has been squeezed and processed.
Converting waste to energy is another form of harnessing biomass.
Methane piping and vents are already installed in (closed) phases
of the Central Maui landfill and a planned 1.5mW facility is expected
to be operational in 2013.

electric Co. (MeCo), announced plans
to integrate even more renewable
energy into a more efficient grid. the
County of Maui is fully committed to the
goals of the Hawai‘i Clean energy
Initiative (HCeI), a state partnership with
the u.s. department of energy, which
seeks to obtain 70% of energy needs
from renewable sources, including 40%
of electricity supply from renewable

BiofuEls
production of locally-grown feedstock to produce transportation
fuels or oil for electricity generation not only avoids importation of
fossil fuels but mitigates the risks of potential supply disruption.
Maui pacific Biodiesel, a pioneering renewable energy company
founded on Maui, was one of the first businesses in the country to
set up a biodiesel refinery, establishing a production operation in
1996 at the Central Maui landfill to recycle used cooking oil from
local sources. the company now manages multiple plants on
o‘ahu, the Big island, and the mainland u.S. in 2010, HC&S
announced federal funding for crop research initiatives and biofuel
energy conversion technologies at its Maui plantation. other
potential biofuel projects include algae and crops ranging from
jatropha to sorghum and soy beans, using Maui’s extensive fertile
arable land.

source generation by 2030.
gEoThErmAl

Maui is blessed with abundant natural resources – surrounded by
the ocean, enjoying long hours of sunshine, consistent winds, fertile
arable land, and geothermal potential. its geographic location
(known as the “Crossroads of the pacific”) and its excellent
infrastructure give renewable energy businesses considering Maui
ample justification to choose the County as a demonstration site
and test bed for new and emerging technologies.

Wind EnErgy
Maui County is already a hotbed of activity. in 2006, first Wind, an
independent wind energy company, established the Kaheawa
30mW (megawatt) facility in one of the windiest locations in the
State, above Ma‘alaea in the West Maui Mountains. Kaheawa
supplies about 9% of Maui island’s energy needs and the second
phase of the project, supplying 21mW, is pending. Sempra
energy’s auwahi Wind project at ulupalakua Ranch will also add a
further 21mW to Maui’s electricity grid once fully operational in early
2013. the State of Hawai‘i and the utility Hawai‘i electric Co.
(HeCo) have announced plans for an interisland electricity grid,
linking 200mW wind farms on lana‘i and Moloka‘i with o‘ahu, via

an undersea cable connection. the project, with a projected cost
of $3 billion and a completion date of 2020, is currently in the early
planning stages.

testing for sources of geothermal energy is underway on the
slopes of Haleakala, Maui’s dormant volcano. the energy
developer ormat already produces 30mW of continuous “firm”
geothermal power on the Big island, a capacity it hopes to match
on Maui by 2015 if test wells prove successful (past experience
suggests that only 1 in 5 test wells prove viable).

phoTovolTAic (pv)

WAvE And TidAl EnErgy

Solar pv technology is another mature source of renewable energy,
and several projects and businesses are already operational in
Maui County. on lana‘i, Castle & Cooke’s 1.2mW la ola solar
facility that opened in 2009 has 7,400 pv panels that are capable
of supplying 10% of lana‘i’s total energy needs and 30% of peak
demand. on Maui, there are well over a thousand solar rooftop
installations under the net energy Metering program, supplying
about 7% of the grid total. Concentrating Solar power (CSp)
systems and other solar power generating technology and storage
systems are currently being developed on Maui for both customersited residential and commercial applications.

power generation from ocean resources is also in the development
stage on Maui. oceanlinx, an australian company, is planning to
generate 500kW from floating platforms anchored offshore. this
technology is being tested for converting energy produced into
electricity or for providing desalinated industrial or potable water
from sea water.

BiomAss
power generation from biomass – energy stored in biological
material – has a well-established history on Maui. Hawaiian

EnErgy sTorAgE
Renewable energy storage has the potential to regulate and
“smooth” intermittent sources such as wind and solar pv, providing
valuable grid stability. the first Wind and Sempra wind projects on
Maui both involve significant battery storage capacity and utilityscale battery technology is at the cutting edge of renewable energy
development. another form of electricity storage technology is
pumped hydro, which involves pumping water to a reservoir at a

higher altitude when sufficient renewable energy is available. During
periods of intermittent supply, the water uphill is released, driving
turbines to produce electricity. Between all storage technologies,
the County is aiming to establish a system that can supply stored
power for up to one week.

Maui is a leader both in the state of Hawai‘i as
well as the nation for the rate of renewable energy
production. as much as 15% of Maui’s energy
needs are derived from a combination of wind,
solar, and biomass sources, and at times this
impressive amount rises to as much as 30%.
ElEcTric vEhiclEs (Evs)
Maui County is actively preparing for an influx of evs, both by
updating regulations to encourage installation of ev charging
stations, and by encouraging partnerships with companies that
are developing infrastructure statewide. a State contract with the
private company aerovironment, announced in 2011, will fund
the deployment of up to 320 charging stations throughout
Hawai‘i, including Maui. once deployment is completed, Maui
will be part of the nation’s first statewide public charging networks
supporting electric vehicle drivers.

smArT grid
on the demand side, two “smart grid” projects on Maui were
announced in 2011. the “smart grid” is a system of integrated
technologies that enable two-way communication between the
electric utility and customers’ meters to allow for reduced energy
use, more efficient supply, and improved integration of variable
renewable energy resources. one, at the Kihei substation, involves
an investment of approximately $38m. from the Japan-based new
energy and industrial technology Development organization
(neDo). the other is a $14m. demonstration project at the Wailea
substation, funded by the u.S. Department of energy.

for more information:
Doug Mcleod
energy Commissioner
County of Maui
doug.mcleod@mauicounty.gov
Kim Haueisen
program Director
High tech Maui/MeDB
kim@medb.org
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sciEncE AT ThE summiT
Jill engledow

mAui

according to a 2008 report issued by the Hawai‘i Science &
technology institute, “among private-sector technology workers
on Maui in 2007, the largest concentration was in the information
and communications technology and defense/aerospace
markets, which employ 993 and 864 people respectively. Many
of these activities are overlapping and interrelated.” Between
2002 and 2007, Maui’s technology sector employment grew 3.7
percent annually, faster than the statewide average of 2.5
percent. in 2007, the private tech sector contributed an estimated
$106.4 million to Maui's economy.

the potential of Haleakala as an observatory site was recognized
early. in the early 1950s, Grote Reber built a rotating antenna at
Haleakala, the first high-altitude telescope in Hawai‘i. the results
were disappointing, leading Reber to recommend that radio
astronomy observations not be located on high mountain peaks.

BoArd promoTEs TEchnology

best sites in the world for astronomy and

Much of this high-tech growth stems from the efforts of the Maui
economic Development Board (MeDB), a not-for-profit
established in 1982 to focus on promoting economic growth,
with an emphasis on high technology. though the not-for-profit
organization works in many areas to strengthen existing industry
and diversify to new opportunities, it has been key in leveraging
the value of Haleakala’s summit.

the university of Hawai‘i’s Haleakala High
altitude observatory Site is one of the 5
space surveillance research.

each year, MeDB organizes the aMoS Conference, which brings
some 600 participants from around the world to discuss the latest
advancements in space technologies. its efforts were key in
bringing to the island the Maui High performance Computing
Department of Defense Supercomputing Resource Center.
among other tasks, the supercomputer supports the summitbased Space Surveillance System for imaging and tracking of
space objects.

clEAr skiEs drAW sciEnTisTs

pan-StaRRS pS1telescope
HaleaKala oBSeRvatoRy
photo: Rob Ratkowski

When business and community leaders in the 1980s began looking for a “third leg” to balance Maui’s
economic engines of agriculture and tourism, they decided to focus on a unique Maui asset: the scientific
value of the summit of Haleakala. that decision has paid off with a growing high-tech industry involved
largely in activities related to the astronomical facilities at the top.

the university of Hawai‘i’s Haleakala High altitude observatory
Site is one of the 5 best sites in the world for astronomy and
space surveillance research. High above the dust clouds and
water vapors found in the lower atmosphere and far from great
land masses, the air is clean and calm. light pollution is
minimal. the island’s location also allows scientists to view
southern skies that would not be visible from the continental
united States. the weather on Haleakala tends to be better
than on other high mountains, and temperatures are moderate
for the 10,000-foot altitude. the paved road to the top is rarely
closed by bad weather.
the other great astronomical site in the islands is on Hawai‘i
island, atop Mauna Kea. Working at Haleakala can be easier on
researchers, because there’s more oxygen in the air than at the
14,000-foot elevation of Mauna Kea, and well-oxygenated brains
focus better on the job at hand. Still, even on Haleakala, the air
is thin, and the new advanced technology Research Center at
the 2,800-foot level provides a high-oxygen home for scientists
to fine-tune their instrumentation before taking it to the rarefied
atmosphere at the summit.

visiting student
faulKeS teleSCope
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a coronagraph telescope for studying the sun’s corona. the new
facility, dedicated in 1964, was named for C. e. Kenneth Mees,
who had continued to support astronomy on Haleakala and in
general until his death in 1960.

AsTronomy AT A World-clAss siTE
Since those pioneer years, pu‘u Kolekole has seen much growth,
and scientists from around the world have come to take
advantage of its fantastic astronomical views as new facilities
have been built. ongoing experiments sometimes run for years.
from here, the Maui Space Surveillance Site run by the air force
uses the largest telescope in the Department of Defense to track
objects in space. the advanced electrical-optical Surveillance
(aeoS) system keeps track of some 10,000 known objects in
orbit around the earth, ranging from weather and
communications satellites to “space junk.” the luRe
observatory’s lasers monitor earth resources and climate
parameters, ocean levels and temperatures, and plate tectonics,
as well as helping to improve the Global positioning System
which makes so much modern consumer technology possible.
the MaGnuM (Multicolor active Galactic nuclei Monitoring)
telescope project works to better understand star formation and
other astronomical phenomena. plans are underway for
construction of the advanced technology Solar telescope, which
would be the world's largest instrument for studying the sun.

the

advanced

mAui

panoramic Survey telescope and Rapid Response System. pS1
is the prototype for an array for telescopes intended for Mauna
Kea. installed at Haleakala in 2010, it has the world’s largest
digital camera–1,400,000,000 pixels.
asteroids as small as 40 meters are a threat to earth–anything
smaller will burn up in the atmosphere. naSa has set a goal of
discovering near-earth asteroids down to 140 meters. With the
help of the world’s best telescopes set in the world’s best viewing
sites, it’s a goal that could some day give earthlings an
opportunity to intercept an approaching asteroid before it has
time to send humanity the way of the dinosaurs.

for more information:
Jeanne Skog
president and Ceo, Maui economic Development Board
skog@medb.org
Mike Maberry
assistant Director, uH institute of astronomy
maberry@hawaii.edu

electrical-optical

Surveillance (aeoS) system keeps
track of some 10,000 known objects
in orbit around the earth, ranging from
l-R: J.D. and Jeopardy! television show “Clue Crew”
faulKeS teleSCope noRtH

in 1955, the university of Hawai‘i Department of physics sent a
graduate student to do studies on the brightness of the sky near
the sun. these tests showed that Haleakala was an outstanding
site, but there were no funds to build an observatory. Help came
from Dr. C. e. Kenneth Mees, retired vice president for research
at the eastman Kodak Company and the developer of the color
film Kodachrome, who donated Kodak stock worth $15,000. the
university was able to build a small cinder-block building with a

sliding roof to house a tracking camera and a small wood-frame
building to house the observers.
in 1961, Governor William Quinn issued an executive order
setting aside land at pu‘u Kolekole to be under the control of the
university of Hawai‘i. this was the beginning of the “Haleakala
High altitude observatory Site,” also known as the Haleakala
observatory. that same year, the national Science foundation
funded construction of a solar observatory, which would contain

weather & communications satellites
to “space junk.”

telescope Mirror asembly
(artists rendering)
aeoS SySteM

an experiment at the summit in January 2011 showed the
potential value of high altitude telescopes when the astronomers
at the pan-StaRRS pS1 telescope decided to search for
potential “killer asteroids.” in one night, the Maui scope found 30
objects, but snowstorms in the eastern states prevented other
observatories from confirming the observations, so in the end,
only 19 of the 30 were pinned down. pan-StaRRS stands for
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mAui rEsEArch & TEchnology
pArk: A high TEch oAsis

zone, and robust telecommunications infrastructure, and the
lowest commercial and industrial property taxes in Hawai‘i. the
park’s location in Maui County places it in a Hawai‘i enterprise
Zone, which allows for exemptions from Hawai‘i income and
general excise taxes for specific industries.

Among ThE mAin EmployErs in ThE pArk ArE:
• the Maui High performance Computing Center (MHpCC),
an air force Research laboratory (afRl) Center established
in 1993, currently managed by the university of Hawai‘i.
• akimeka llC, an award-winning native Hawaiian health
service information technology consulting company.
akimeka is a recognized leader in the Department of
Defense health services and logistics sector. in 2008,
Hawai’i Business Magazine named akimeka as one of the
State’s “Best places to Work”.
• pacific Disaster Center (pDC), a public-private applied
science, information and technology center, working to
reduce disaster risks and impacts to peoples’ lives and
property.
• Maui economic Development Board (MeDB), a not-for-profit
corporation established in 1982 with a focus on diversifying
Maui’s economy. MeDB partners with the private, public
and nonprofit sectors at the local and national levels and its
programs assist growth industries, educate and train
residents for new career pathways, and build consensus.

What was once a kiawe-dotted pasture in Kihei has grown into the Maui Research & technology
park. the concept for the park and the original entitlement dates back to the early 1980s with local
private and public sector leaders intent on economic diversification and job creation, especially in
the technology, research and development sectors.
the object was to provide an alternative economic driver besides
traditional plantation agriculture (sugar and pineapple) and the
visitor industry, which was rapidly growing to dominate the
economy. Both of these sectors are notoriously cyclical, whereas
the hi-tech sector was correctly perceived as one offering wellpaid employment opportunities and some continuity in the event
of economic downturns.
the park occupies about 400 acres in Kihei adjoining the main
highway connecting South Maui and the rest of the island. the
park’s first building opened in the early 90’s, and currently, the
park has approximately 180,000 square feet of lab, office and

data center space. the Research & technology park and all
current buildings and associated infrastructure represent an
estimated $60 million investment. it is estimated that as much as
$150 million flows through park businesses and projects each
year. More than 20 companies and entities are located in the park
in sectors such as optics, directed energy, data fusion, space
surveillance/situational awareness, software development and
disaster preparedness.
Working in the Research and technology park’s favor are several
advantages for companies considering it as a business site.
those include fast-track permitting, status as a u.S. foreign trade

• ardent Management Consulting, a business involved in
competitively awarded software development work related
to u.S. Department of Homeland Security Geospatial
Mapping initiatives. this work provides Homeland Security
leadership with geospatial situational awareness regarding
natural and man-made disasters.
• Boeing ltS (laser technical Services), which supports the
Maui Space Surveillance Site and the Maui High
performance Computing Center for afRl.
• oceanit, one of Hawai‘i's largest and most diversified
science and engineering companies whose client base
ranges from federal agencies to the national Science
foundation and naSa, from the State of Hawai‘i and
the City & County of Honolulu to private homeowners.
• pacific Defense Solutions, llC (pDS), a company
experienced in developing technology for Space Situational
awareness. pDS supports programs such as the Spaces
Based Space Surveillance program and the Maui Space
Surveillance Site.

mAui

• the Joint information technology Center (JitC), a research
and development hub that supports Department of
Defense. JitC contributes to meeting readiness
requirements by developing sustained business and
enterprise solutions and modernizing it systems.
• the Maui Small Business Development Center, a program
of the university of Hawai‘i at Hilo and funded in part
through the u.S.Small Business administration, offers
business counseling services and training and housing a
business research library.
• Goodfellow Bros., inc, a family-owned general contracting
business with more than 80 years experience in
infrastructure and environmental projects, and sistercompany, pacific Rim land, inc., one of developer partners
for the park.
the Research and technology park’s developers, Maui R&t
partners, llC (a partnership of pacific Rim land inc. and
Woodbridge Capital partners llC), are currently planning
expansion and reconfiguration of the park. they have already
selected internationally renowned urban design firm Calthorpe
associates to lead the update of the park’s master plan.
firm founder peter Calthorpe’s vision departs from that of the
original 20-year-old plan for the park as a stand-alone complex,
and he foresees a mixed-use community integrated with
surrounding developments. Calthorpe has suggested
reconfiguring land uses allowed within the park to include
residential projects, school sites, parks and a community
commercial center with retail shops, restaurants and services
for workers and residents. Calthorpe’s design also would
establish a pedestrian-oriented community around areas
designated for “knowledge industries” stemming from
innovation, science and technology.
Steve perkins, project coordinator for pacific Rim land, the
management arm of Maui R&t partners, said the R&t park has
in many ways served its original purpose to diversify the island’s
economy and create opportunities for local students to get jobs.
“We’d like to see it grow further,” perkins said. “that’s the whole
point of economic diversification.” perkins said while the R&t
park has had its challenges during the last 25 years, he’s
optimistic for its success.

for more information:
Steve perkins
project Coordinator
pacific Rim land
stevep@gbimaui.com
www.mauitechpark.com
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mAui’s Amos confErEncE – A prEmiEr
inTErnATionAl EvEnT for spAcE sciEncE

constant analysis of satellite health is essential,” says Wes
freiwald, aMoS Conference Chair and Ceo of pacific Defense
Solutions, a Maui-based company that develops technology for
Space Situational awareness. “Bringing the scientific community
involved in this work together in one place, right here on Maui, is
a unique achievement and we are honored to be hosts.”

aMoS is considered to be the
largest conference in the world for

mAui

professional development. in 2011, the theme for teachers is
exploring our Solar System, which includes astrobiology in
understanding the planet’s fragile environment, underwater
exploration, and GpS technology.
Ryan observes that the aMoS conference has contributed to
serving as a nexus for networking and scientific exchange. on a
personal level, Ryan, who has been with the conference since its
inception, says she has found many rewards in meeting the
participants who attend form all over the world. “So many of them
have become good friends over the years,” Ryan explains.

optical science and situational space
awareness, and the international
audience includes participants form
across europe as well as asia,
australia, and the americas.

“i certainly think this is the premiere space surveillance and technology conference that we have in
any place in the world.” –lt. Gen. John t. Shelton, commander of the Space and Missile Systems
Center, air force Space Command, and aMoS 2010 keynote speaker.
for 12 years, the Maui economic Development Board, inc.
(MeDB) has hosted an extraordinary event, the advanced Maui
optical and Space Surveillance technologies (aMoS)
conference. aMoS is considered to be the largest conference
in the world for optical sciences and situational space awareness,
and the international audience includes participants from across
europe as well as asia, australia, and the americas.
the conference began in 1999 as a gathering for users of the
advanced electro-optical System (aeoS), a 3.67 meter (12
foot) telescope owned by the Department of Defense situated
at the Maui Space Surveillance Complex observatory on top
of Haleakala, Maui’s 10,000-foot-high dormant volcano.
aeoS remains the largest optical telescope designed for
tracking satellites.
the aMoS conference has proved so successful as a forum in
its field that attendance has risen steadily from 180 in the first
year to more than 600 participants in 2010. aMoS attracts key
stakeholders from a cross-section of experts in the military, space

industry and academia. “participants tell us they’re able to
accomplish more in a week’s time during the aMoS conference
than they might have done in a month back home,” says Sandy
Ryan, the aMoS program director.
Ryan explains that one key issue conference participants have
been wrestling with is space debris. With modern society
dependent on satellites for telecommunications, it is important
that orbital space debris not damage invaluable infrastructure in
space. Scientists also present technical papers during the
conference on topics such as space search and tracking
procedures, conjunction analysis (the study of whether objects
are likely to collide) the benefits of a geosynchronous orbit,
collision risk assessment and collision avoidance.
there is a lot of avoiding to be done, because there are tens of
thousands of man-made objects orbiting the earth. “With the
collection of debris resulting from satellite collisions, and objects
like astronauts’ gloves and tools moving at speeds of up to
17,000 miles an hour in orbit, the need for optical sensors and

Donald Bedard, a phD. Candidate at the Royal Military College
of Canada, says the conference gives him a chance to network,
share ideas and receive advice from other space surveillance
experts. Jamie landers, technology program manager with
analytical Graphics inc., observes that the conference is an ideal
way to make contacts with people in research and government
positions that can often lead to new contracts. “this is one of
the best conferences that we go to every year as far as
connection directly with the community.”
the 2010 conference, held at the Wailea Beach Marriott Resort
& Spa, included more than 300 students from several Maui
schools. it was the first time students were included in the event,
and the 2011 conference will repeat the learning experience. the
students soaked in the opportunity to hear former astronaut
Robert l. Curbeam Jr. talk about one of his international Space
Station missions, and they viewed exhibits put together by
conference participants.
“Basically, the whole idea was to get them inspired about science,
technology, engineering and math,” said Bryan DeBates, the
Space foundation’s director of education. Kalama intermediate
School student noa Harrisson said he was inspired by Curbeam’s
presentation. “it was 17 minutes of film from his space shuttle
trip,” Harrisson said. “Seeing earth from space and seeing him
walk in space was awesome.”

MeDB, the conference presenter and organizer, is a nonprofit
corporation established in 1982 to focus on diversifying Maui’s
economy. MeDB’s mission involves taking innovative actions that
strengthen existing industry as well as diversifying through new
opportunities.

for more information:
www.amostech.com
Sandy Ryan
aMoS program Director
sandy@medb.org

another educational aspect of the conference is a teacher Day,
when 25 SteM (Science, technology, education, and Math)
educators from Maui County are offered an opportunity for
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sEEking ThE sun from
hAlEAkAlA
Jill engledow

disrupting power grids and endangering airline crews and
astronauts. “Civilizations have come and gone probably in
response to how the sun has changed,” as the climate fluctuated
in response to solar variability, says Dr. Jeffrey Kuhn of the
university of Hawai‘i institute for astronomy.

the

telescope

will

produce

high-resolution pictures and track
very quick changes on the sun's
surface,

seeing

and

measuring

fluctuations in the magnetic field,
which is the key to understanding
solar variability.
hAlEAkAlA: ThE World's BEsT siTE

artist renderings
atSt

in ancient days, when the demigod Maui lassoed the sun from
high atop Mount Haleakala, his goal was to improve life for
humanity. the days moved far too fast as the sun whizzed across
the sky. Without sunlight, fruit would not ripen. there was never
enough time to complete the day's tasks. and Hina, the mother
of Maui, grew frustrated because it was so hard to dry her kapa
cloth, made by soaking the bark of the wauke tree and then
pounding it soft and thin. no sooner had Hina laid out her kapa
to dry than she had to bring it in again, as the sun made its rapid
descent and darkness closed in.
Maui climbed up to the peak of the mountain and lassoed the
sun. one by one, he broke off the sun’s rays, until the sun begged
for life and promised to go more slowly. from that time on, the
days were long and bright, and Maui, Hina and all the people had
plenty of time to dry their kapa, cook their meals and carry out
the tasks necessary to live a good life.

A closEr look AT ThE sun
the newest sun-related project to come to the top of Haleakala
(House of the Sun) also has the goal of improving life for humanity.

in these modern times the advanced technology Solar telescope
will do so by increasing scientific understanding of the sun.
Scientists involved in the $298 million project say this telescope
will the biggest jump in our ability to study the sun since Galileo,
who first discovered changing spots on the sun 400 years ago.

the national Solar observatory chose Haleakala for this project
from 72 possible locations. two years of data collection showed
this mountaintop to have the darkest, clearest daytime skies, at
a location already beloved by astronomers for its calm air,
reasonably good weather and a dry and dust-free atmosphere.
these natural attributes will help scientists see crisp detail with a
4 m large telescope capable of observing objects on the sun that
are 30 km across. new adaptive optics technology will greatly
increase the clarity of images.

the telescope will be managed by the national Solar observatory
and is funded by the national Science foundation via a
cooperative agreement with the association of universities for
Research in astronomy, inc. it involves a collaboration of
scientists and engineers at more than 20 u.S. and international
organizations, including the university of Hawai‘i. it is expected
that the project will pump millions of dollars into the Maui
economy, providing hundreds of construction jobs and about
three dozen full-time positions. if the permitting process is
completed on schedule, construction could be complete in 2018.

the project also will be able to take advantage of existing
infrastructure, such as the institute for astronomy’s advanced
technology Research Center (atRC) in pukalani. Scientists will
design, fabricate, integrate and test equipment related to the
solar telescope in this facility, which includes gigabit ethernet
and high-speed internet connection, a “clean room” where they
can take optical elements apart without dust contamination,
and an assortment of electronic assembly rooms. the facility is
uniquely suited to astronomers’ needs--for example, optical
benches are set on concrete slabs isolated from the building's
foundation, so that vibrations in the rest of the building do not
affect the work done on the benches.

the world’s largest optical solar telescope will help scientists
understand, explain and even predict solar activities that affect
the earth: why sunspots occur when they do, why they wax and
wane in an 11-year cycle, why enormous jets of hot solar gas
shoot from the surface of the sun, potentially destroying satellites,

While scientists eagerly look forward to the telescope’s
construction, it has been a contentious issue for some. native
Hawaiians have insisted at a series of hearings that the project
would have adverse impacts on Hawaiian culture and traditions.
Because Haleakala is in the high elevations traditionally called

mAui

wao akua (the realm of the gods), some consider the mountain
sacred. one objection from Kilakila O Haleakala, a group formed
to oppose the telescope, concerns “digging into [volcano
goddess] pele,” because construction will require a deep
excavation. another concern is that the conservation area is
becoming urbanized with more and more astronomical facilities.
and some Haleakala buffs object to the 143-foot-tall telescope
structure being raised in an important view plane at the summit.
the telescope’s developers have made a number of attempts to
mitigate any negative impacts construction of the telescope might
have, setting up a native Hawaiian advisory Group to offer
counsel. unlike some others, who say no amount of mitigation
will suffice, members of this group believe that the benefits of the
telescope are worth working out a compromise.
over the past few years, native Hawaiians have been allowed to
enter the observatory area, normally closed to the public, to
pursue cultural practices at two traditional ahu (altars). the
national Science foundation (nSf) has committed to make
available $20 million over 10 years for an education program at
the university of Hawai‘i Maui College that will cultivate and
reinforce the intersection between Hawaiian culture and
knowledge with science, technology, engineering and math, thus
tapping into ancient cultural knowledge and opening the world
of science to more Hawaiian students. (the college recently
began offering a four-year engineering technology B.a. degree
which stresses the effective use of integrated electro-optical
hardware and could eventually provide workers for the telescope.)
and the nSf is already advertising for workers to conduct
monitoring of endangered species that live at the summit and
could be affected by the construction and the presence of the
telescope facility.
the Hawai‘i State Board of land and natural Resources
approved a conservation district use permit for the telescope in
December 2010. the project hopes to start construction in 2012.

for more information:
Steve Keil
Director
national Solar observatory
skeil@nso.edu
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mAdE in mAui producTs
locAl pEoplE, locAl pridE &
locAl Economic BEnEfiTs
pamela tumpap

with many smaller producers throughout Maui and across the

pineapples. only a small amount of this wine was produced, but

state to manufacture merchandise with the estate’s lavender,

the public’s positive response confirmed this wine should live on.

including for aromatherapy, culinary, spa and bath products,
and more.
in 2007, the company won the State of Hawai‘i Home Based

three years later, tedeschi vineyards released a Maui Blanc
pineapple wine from local fruit and continued to do so over the
years through a successful partnership with Maui pineapple

Business Champion of the year from the Small Business

Company. When Maui pineapple Company closed and sold

administration for empowering other businesses by establishing

its production assets to Hali‘imaile pineapple Company in

partnerships with many small and home-based firms to create

2009, the winery helped save Maui’s fresh pineapple industry

new products from its 45 varieties of lavender, resulting in

and still uses Maui Gold pineapples in their ever-popular wines

expanded revenues in manufacturing, tourism, and specialty

today. in 1984, after years of labor and development, the first

retail. today, the successful lavender farm receives approximately

grape product, Maui Brut Sparkling, was released. their line of

30,000 people annually. those guests can purchase lavender

wines has been greatly expanded to offer a varied selection,

items at the farm gift shop, online, or in other Hawai‘i retail stores.

including sparkling, pineapple, grape, and a coveted raspberry
dessert wine.

mAui jElly fAcTory
a family-owned business, Maui Jelly factory, is located in
Wailuku, the County government seat and the heart of Maui’s
tropical fruit belt. the company prides itself on using only the
finest ingredients and processes to ensure the highest quality and
freshness of every product they offer, which includes tropical fruit

Known for being “no Kai ‘oi” (the Best!), Maui has a long history
of innovation, entrepreneurship, and collaboration. the people
here leverage available assets and new opportunities to create
cherished products that are purchased time and time again.

the raspberry byproducts to culinary students at university of
Hawai‘i Maui College for their use in producing a gourmet
raspberry jam.

jams and jellies, exotic condiments and relishes, and world-class

Renowned for their wines and picturesque location, the winery

candies. Customer satisfaction is paramount and they stand by

hosts more than 180,000 visitors a year and even had their prized

all of their merchandise with a 100% guarantee.

Maui Brut served at the inauguration of president Ronald Reagan

Recognized as a leader in their industry, Maui Jelly factory not

living in a small island community in the pacific, one thing is
eminently clear: “We are all in this together.” it is that spirit of
“aloha” and working in concert that permeates Maui’s
manufacturing culture, creating diverse and high-quality valueadded products for residents and visitors to enjoy.

tedeschi vineyards also support the community by featuring the
works of celebrated Maui artists on their wine labels and donating

in 1981.

only makes their own products, but also creates items offered

these companies showcase what is possible when working

under private label for various hotels, restaurants and other

together and exemplify the excellence, originality, high-standards

they also recognize their role as ambassadors for the island and

businesses throughout Maui. they produce 45 products under

and

its people through their offerings, as you will see from the

their label and 38 for others.

manufacturing industry.

companies highlighted below.

Ali‘i kulA lAvEndEr fArm
after running a garden business, ali‘i Chang was looking for a
new crop for his land in Kula. He was given a lavender plant as a
gift and discovered that lavender grew prolifically on his land in
upcountry Maui.

community

commitment

found

throughout

Maui’s

Known for delicious flavors and “goodness”, each product is a

Just as circles ripple farther out when a pebble is dropped in a

delight and contributes to making each meal even more special.

pond, so does the work of Maui’s many producers. their labor

Maui Jelly factory’s products are available in stores throughout

of love generates far reaching economic benefits for the entire

Hawai‘i and on their website.

community, from strengthening businesses and creating more
jobs to increasing wealth and supporting other industries.

TEdEschi vinEyArds

you can make a difference to the people and island of Maui, by

Maui’s sole commercial winery, tedeschi vineyards, has been

remembering to Buy Maui first and supporting local
manufacturers. When you do, everyone benefits.

Maui’s manufacturing industry is aided by a robust visitor industry

as the story goes, ali‘i did not have the water to support a typical

that brings in $3 billion dollars annually and delivers new and

growing grapes on the slopes of Haleakala and explain that the

farm operation, so he chose the versatile lavender plant that

secret to their success lies in the rich volcanic soil of the region.

returning guests who want unique, authentic, Maui-made goods

needed very little water. it blossomed to create a scenic blue-

to enjoy and send as valued gifts. they certainly find just that in

this, along with patience and slow ripening, produces grapes

violet mountainside landscape. He began to share the farm

the “Made in Maui” label, a seal of local people, local pride.

that feature distinctive regional characteristics. in addition to

through tours, but did not have a lot of marketing money to

being a successful winery, they are also a thriving member of

Developed and trademarked by the Maui Chamber of Commerce

promote them; however, he treasured Kapuna (elders) and

Maui’s agricultural community and a company that believes in

and its related trade association, the Made in Maui label is an

brought them upcountry to relax, enjoy the farm, and experience

sustainability.the tedeschi winery began in 1974 with the

assurance to consumers that a product is of local Maui origin,

his passion. they so appreciated their visit that they would tell

collaboration of Californian emil tedeschi, when ulupalakua

with at least 51% of its value added on island. it represents

their families about the experience and encourage others to

Ranch began growing grapes to remain true to the area’s

diverse goods that feature the beauty and bounty of Maui, and

come. Soon enough, the farm operation blossomed. He did not

agricultural heritage. While waiting for the grapes to mature, they

our island manufacturers take tremendous pride in their creations.

have money and equipment for manufacturing, so he partnered

decided to develop a sparkling wine made from Maui’s plentiful
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mAui’s smAll ToWns: A cElEBrATion
of locAl idEnTiTy
Sarah Ruppenthal

mAui

these are the coveted attributes that attract legions of visitors—
and their dollars—from around the globe.
Quaint and historic, these towns offer a rare opportunity to
experience what it’s really like to live on Maui, a diversion from
the glitzier atmosphere of Hawai‘i’s tourist-filled hotels and
resorts. there are no cookie-cutter shopping malls here; instead,
you will find a colorful mix of shops that draw a steady flow of
day-trippers and bargain hunters eager to find the perfect gift or
souvenir—and it’s likely they will.

“the local Main Street program has
encouraged the tourism industry to

front Street shops
laHaina

perpetuate an appreciation of our
small towns as great treasures…on
any given day, one can discover and
enjoy the heritage and environmental
attractions along with exclusive
shopping and dining experiences
that differentiate each community
from another.”
Baldwin avenue
MaKaWao

When Denver, Colo. resident Michael Green makes his annual trip to Maui, his first stop is the pa‘ia
fishmarket on the island’s north Shore. “My stomach starts growling on the plane… about midway
across the pacific ocean,” he jokes. But it’s not just the tantalizing aroma of Cajun-spiced mahi
mahi fish tacos or cold beer that lures him to the restaurant located within the tiny enclave of pa‘ia
town—it’s something more than that. “it’s the ambience of pa‘ia,” Green explains. “there’s something about the town that makes me feel like i’m exactly where i’m supposed to be.”
for many, Maui’s small towns—which include pa‘ia, Hana,
Makawao, Wailuku and lahaina—evoke an all-too familiar feeling
of nostalgia. visitors are smitten with the unique charm of the
island’s “Main Streets,” while local residents cherish the enduring
character and culture embedded within these close-knit
communities. take a trip to pa‘ia, Hana, Makawao, Wailuku or
lahaina, and you’ll find a town that clings to tradition, breathes

history and stays true to its identity—while maintaining a
competitive edge in an ever-evolving economic landscape.
these five destinations may differ geographically and otherwise,
but they all have one thing in common: unmistakable small-town
charm. and while they may be small, these towns have become
larger than life, thanks in part to their rich histories and an
intrinsically appealing “blink-and-you’ll-miss-it” rural ambience.

pa‘ia, Hana, Makawao, Wailuku and lahaina all feature a
consortium of retail shops, boutiques and restaurants (“big box”
stores are conspicuously absent), as well as an eclectic
assortment of art galleries, internet cafes, yoga studios and tattoo
parlors. these small towns also boast a variety of community
events steeped in culture and rooted in tradition, such as the
Makawao 4th of July Rodeo and parade, international festival of
Canoes in lahaina town, east Maui taro festival in Hana, the
Maui County fair in Wailuku and the aloha Classic professional
Windsurfing contest in pa‘ia. and that’s just the tip of the iceberg,
as they say. on any given day, there are an untold number of
unique sites, attractions and events to experience in each of
these small towns.
yet, perhaps what is most remarkable is that these increasingly
popular tourist destinations have managed to retain their unique
character and “sense of place” over the years.
When it comes to progress and planning for the future, Maui
County, like so many other places, is in a state of flux. However,
there is a committed effort to preserve the island’s historic towns,
their unique features and—most importantly—fundamental natures.

this is the guiding principle of the Wailuku Main Street
association/tri-isle Main Street Resource Center, a nonprofit
organization tasked with promoting and maintaining the civic,
social, economic, environmental and cultural welfare of small
towns across Maui County. according to the group, “the local
Main Street program has encouraged the tourism industry to
perpetuate an appreciation of our small towns as great
treasures… on any given day, one can discover and enjoy the
heritage and environmental attractions along with exclusive
shopping and dining experiences that differentiate each
community from another.”
pa‘ia Merchants association president Dean Wong echoes this
sentiment. “Mark twain once said, ‘Human nature cannot be
studied in cities except at a disadvantage—a village is the place.’
pa‘ia is still very much a village town that brings out the best in
human nature, here people work, live and function as a
community.” Wong recognizes that in an ever-changing and
modernizing economic time where everything seems generic.
“our surfing, sugarcane, fishing village stays determined to be its
own reflection of Maui. our boutiques, cafés and restaurants are
not like other places, because they reflect our town’s values and
our love for Hawai‘i.”

for more information:
Jocelyn abreu perreira
executive Director
tri-isle Main Street program
(808) 244-3888
www.mauitowns.org
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mAui is A plAcE for ArTisTs
paul Janes-Brown

schAEfEr porTrAiT chAllEngE
every three years, in January, since 2003, the Maui arts & Cultural
Center hosts one of the most important and lucrative art
competitions in the u.S. the Schaefer portrait Challenge, with its
$15,000 first prize and $5,000 Marian freeman people’s Choice
award, is unique in the entire country.
the project began in 2000 when australian Ron lowe, a old
friend of George allan, one of Maui’s most prolific and
accomplished impressionist painters, sent a videotape and a
book about the archibald prize, an annual portrait competition
hosted by the art Gallery of new South Wales, australia since
1921.
allan, taken by what he saw, thought if there were such a
competition in Hawai‘i, it would give artists, “a kick in the pants,”
inspiring them to stretch themselves because “a tree is tree, but
to capture a person, it’s a whole other thing.”
allan and his wife, Janet, set out to find the resources to make
the idea a reality. Gage Schubert, a long-time visitor and friend
from California, was so impressed and excited, he immediately
said he and his late wife lettie wanted to help make a portrait
show a reality here.

Maui is a beauty magnet so it follows that artists, who create and reflect beauty, would be attracted
to Maui. However, the number of artists here is impressive. for a place with an estimated population
of 145,000 (uS Census 2010), there are more than 2,000 artists and designers living on Maui.
opEn sTudios
While lahaina is the commercial center of art on Maui, in every
town on the island and in places where there are no towns
visitors will find artists working in every medium. in 2012, for the
second year, every weekend in february, artists throughout
Maui will open their studios to the public for visits. this project
is the only such event like it in the state and Carolyn Quan, who
organized and manages it, modeled it after successful similar
events in California.
“after recognizing that Hawai‘i has no such event to promote
and support its abundance of talented artists, we began putting
plans in place to produce one here, where so many gifted and
talented artists reside, visit, create and find inspirations for their
art,” said Quan.

the events are organized geographically so visitors will easily be
able to visit as many of the studios as they like. in order to plan
and organize one’s visits, a full schedule, including maps and
information about and examples of work by every artist is at
www.MauiopenStudios.com.
artists are encouraged to put on demonstrations, discuss and
sell their work, create unique exhibition spaces and serve
refreshments. over $100,000 worth of artwork was sold during
last year’s inaugural event and there were 6,000 individual
studio visits.
in virtually every town there is an amazing abundance of
commercial galleries. Maui also has two visual art gems housed
in the Maui arts & Cultural Center’s Schaefer international Gallery
in Kahului and the Hui no‘eau visual arts Center in Makawao.

Carolyn Schaefer Gray. a long-standing Maui philanthropist and
arts supporter, had warm memories of her late husband Bud’s
experience having his portrait painted. He actually developed a
deeper awareness and appreciation of himself, the artist and the
painting as a result of having his portrait done. She had a similar
experience when her portrait was painted a few years later.
“everything was right about it. there weren’t a whole lot of artists
that i was aware of in our Hawaiian islands doing this kind of
thing, so i thought this was a great way to challenge our artists
to move to another level,” Schaefer Gray said. “it has a lot to do
with what we have looked to encourage, and that’s education.
Continuing to help people delve into themselves and find what’s
really there; to stretch, to explore.
the Schaefer portrait Challenge took place in 2003 and every
three years since. this statewide juried exhibition features artists
whose work best captures the extraordinary people of Hawai‘i as
portrait subjects in any medium; self-portraits are also accepted.

and a movable inner wall system, virtually any artist’s exhibition
needs can be accommodated.
the Gallery produces six major shows annually and hosts the
largest juried show of Maui artists, art Maui. When the show
opens in March it will be the 34th annual art Maui. each year, 500
to 600 works are submitted by about 350 to 375 artists for jury
selection. of these, 85 to 150 are accepted.
in 1967, Hawai‘i was the first state in the nation to adopt a
percent for art. this law states that one percent of the
construction budget of schools and state buildings be set aside
either for the purchase or commissioning of works of art. each
year the State Commission on Culture and the arts selects
several works from art Maui to add to the State’s great art
collection.

ThE hui no‘EAu visuAl ArTs cEnTEr
the Hui no‘eau is housed in the family home of one of Maui’s
most prominent families, the Baldwins. Designed in 1917 by C.W.
Dickey, the Mediterranean style mansion houses two galleries as
well as meeting areas and administrative offices. on the 25 acre
site, one can find the ruins of a sugar mill, as well as studios for
jewelry, woodworking, ceramics, printmaking and art education
classrooms for children, teens and adults.
the Hui, as it is known, holds several exhibits annually, including
its juried members’ exhibit as well as its coveted solo show. its
annual art affair at the end of february is one of the most popular
benefits on the island.
Maui has been called no ka ‘oi (the best) not only by Mauians,
but also by those who have come here from elsewhere. painter
pamela neswald, a Malibu transplant, said it best: “the Beautiful
isle calls artists from around the world to gather here and create.
it heals, nurtures, cradles, incubates, fertilizes, energizes the artist
in humans. it seems the beauty surrounding us in-tunes us with
appreciation for the beautiful in our own work, in the work of
others and in humanity and the natural world. you would think us
glutted, but we become like food connoisseurs, only more
sensitive to the piercing beauty and joy of living. i myself feel like
a plant, luxuriating in and turning toward the sun.”

schAEfEr inTErnATionAl gAllEry
the Maui arts & Cultural Center’s Schaefer international Gallery,
designed by John M. Hara faia, at 4,000 sq. ft. with 25-foot
ceilings, is one of largest museum quality galleries in the state.
With solid wood floors, climate control, state of the art lighting
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mAui lovEs And supporTs
ThE pErforming ArTs
paul Janes-Brown

full season of Broadway revivals and some challenging dramas.
the theater is also available for other groups as an affordable,
community gathering place. events as diverse as political
candidate debates to live comedy and variety shows have found
a welcoming venue at the historic iao theater.
under the inspired leadership of alexis and Steven Dascoulias,
MoS has produced several successful seasons, both from an
artistic as well as financial perspective. their dream is to have the
iao theater receive a complete, historically faithful rehabilitation
in the near future.

mAui

proArTs
the newest kid on the block is proarts. founded in 2006 by
Jonathan lehman and Doug Kendrick, proarts produced an
artistically successful dinner theater production of “Dames at
Sea.” With their appetites whetted, the two decided to launch a
more ambitious effort in 2008 and mounted a well-received
production of the Broadway hit, “urinetown, the Musical.”
in 2009, they put on a full season of productions, including
marvelous “fractured fairy tales” of “Sleeping Beauty” and
“Cinderella.” like their cartoon counterparts, these one-hour
plays have something in them for both children and adults.

mAui AcAdEmy of pErforming ArTs
Mapa is a performing arts training center primarily focused
around after school and vacation programs in dance and drama
for children and teens. they have been major theatrical producers
as well. their production of “Jesus Christ Superstar” with
international Hawaiian recording artist Keali‘i Reichel as Jesus, is
the stuff of legends and their co-production of the yeston/Kopit
“phantom” gives them the award for the best locally produced,
Broadway-quality show in Maui history. their production of “Wit,”
the thought-provoking play about a literature professor afflicted
with bone cancer, is still the best non-musical ever done on the
valley isle. all of these productions were under the able direction
of David Johnston, Mapa’s executive artistic Director.

the performing arts on Maui are represented by four organizations: the Maui arts & Cultural Center
(MaCC), Maui onStage(MoS), the Maui academy of performing arts (Mapa) and the newest producing organization, proarts.
in addition to these not-for-profit groups, there is a large and
thriving commercial sector as well, with long running shows such
as Warren & annabelle’s, ‘ulalena, Kupenaha, several wellknown luau performances, and the latest entry, Cirque polynesia.
in the 2010-2011 season, Maui’s stages were alive with
performances of every kind. these not-for-profit groups hosted
173,000 people, in a wide range of productions from the cutting
edge dance of azure Blue to Hal Holbrook in Mark twain tonight.
the total economic impact from the audiences for these groups
was approximately $6.7 million. that does not take into account
the operating budget’s of the organization’s themselves, which
include the jobs created and sustained by them, as well as the
goods and services they purchase throughout the year.

mAui onsTAgE
the Maui arts & Cultural Center is the 900-pound gorilla in the
mix and there is a separate article devoted entirely to the MaCC.

the oldest among these groups is Maui onStage.they hold the
distinction of being among the oldest continuously producing
community theater groups in the entire u.S. founded in 1930,
the organization performed at many venues over the years, but
when its building, at the old Maui fair Grounds was destroyed by
fire in 1984, the theater found a permanent home in the historic
iao theater under a long-term lease from the County of Maui.

iAo ThEATEr
opening its doors in 1928, the iao is the oldest theater in the
state. listed on both the State and national Register of Historic
places, it’s storied past includes live performances by Bob Hope,
frank Sinatra, Mickey Rooney and Donald o’Connor as well as
the Hawai‘i premiere of “from Here to eternity” in 1953. However,
the real history of the theater began in 1984, with that first
community theater production of Gilbert & Sullivan’s “H.M.S.
pinafore.” Since then, for nearly 30 years, MoS has produced a

sTEppingsTonE plAyhousE
in 2005, through an unprecedented cooperative agreement with
the former owners of Queen Ka‘ahumanu Mall, General Growth
Company, Mapa renovated a former brewpub into a 160-seat
theater and mounted a season. Since then they have produced
summer youth productions and difficult works such as “under
Milk Wood” and “Grapes of Wrath.”
founded in 1974 as Maui youth theater, the organization
became Mapa in 1990, “…to reflect the growth and expanded
direction of the organization.” Mapa has developed several
dancers who have gone on to careers in dance. Recently, Mapa
alum, Hiroki ichinose appeared as a contestant on the very
popular reality show “So you think you Can Dance.” Several
members of the excellent ballet training program have gone on
to work with major companies on the mainland.
it’s remarkable to have one person from a place with this
population of 145,000 go and work with major national
companies, but to have several is unbelievable. it is a tribute to
the quality of the staff Mapa attracts and to the dedication of the
dancers, who, in the words of the late great Martha Graham,
“have a need to dance.”

proArTs plAyhousE
Having a desire to have their own space to manage, lehman and
Kendrick found a space in Kihei and with a minimal amount of
renovation, opened proarts playhouse in azeka Makai Shopping
Center in 2010. this 99 seat “black-box” theater is reminiscent
of the off-off Broadway theaters in new york. Recently, after its
great production of “the fantasticks,” an audience member was
heard to say, “it’s just as good as the Sullivan Street playhouse
production.”
in the 2011 season, after the company produced an acclaimed
“Driving Miss Daisy,” Kendrick left to pursue other interests and
lehman continues to mount great work. proarts is the only Maui
company that pays everyone a stipend including all of the actors.
they have carved a niche for themselves in South Maui and
demand continues to grow for this outstanding producing
organization.
Maui offers a wide variety of performing arts from voluntary
amateur productions by MoS to professional quality shows by
proarts. the term “amateur” is sometimes misunderstood -- it
has nothing to do with quality, although it has taken on that
connotation in some quarters. Rather, it means those who do it
for love rather than money. on any given night, one may have a
choice between a big revival of a Broadway hit, such as MoS’s
recent, wildly successful production of “Chicago,” to proarts’
equally successful production of “Greater tuna.” people on Maui
know good performances and they love and support them.

for more information:
alexis Dascoulias
(808) 844-8760
Jonathan lehman
(808) 463-6550
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mAui: ThE islAnd is
full of music
paul Janes-Brown

Maui is host to many other musical genres as well and attracts a
host of famous musicians who call this island home. they include
Rock and Roll Hall of famers such as Willie nelson, alice Cooper,
Mick fleetwood and pat Simmons of the Doobie Brothers. also
former Doobie Brother Michael McDonald and Carlos Santana
have vacation homes here. until his death in 2001, George
Harrison of the Beatles lived on his estate in Hana with his wife,
olivia, who still resides there.
these musicians regularly “sit-in” with other local musicians in
clubs throughout the island. Maui has several world class
recording studios where top musicians can produce their next
platinum selling recordings. this infrastructure and mentoring
helps emerging groups such as the throwdowns, Moth Xp,
Kanikoa, and the vince esquire Band make names for
themselves here and on the mainland. the new institute for
Hawaiian Music at uH Maui College offers young talent the
opportunity to hone their skills and become professionals in the
Hawaiian music genre.
Here is just a sampling of the diverse opportunities for music buffs
on Maui:

ki ho‘Alu slAck kEy fEsTivAl

Hawai‘i is synonymous with music. Maui County is home to some of the world’s best exponents of
that art form. Whether it be traditional or modern Hawaiian music, jazz and blues, orchestra and
opera, you can find it all at a variety of venues including the Maui arts and Cultural Center (MaCC),
resorts, clubs, hotels, churches, and restaurants on Maui.
Maui has a host of multi-Grammy and na Hoku Hano Hano
award winning slack key artists. Most prominently among them
is George Kahumoku, Jr. and Maui born Jeff peterson.
Kahumoku has hosted the Slack Key masters show since
2003. this remarkable showcase of the best slack key artists
in the world has been the incubator for three Grammy award
winning albums.
When it comes to the steel guitar, living treasure of Hawaiian
Music, Henry allen has been creating the sound most associated
with our islands for 58 years. Since the ‘70s the Hilo native has

called Maui his home. for the last three years he has presented
the Hawaiian Steel Guitar festival, a celebration and educational
workshop that attracts the world’s best steel guitarists and
students who want to learn from the best.
falsetto is a treasured vocal technique and Maui is home to two
of Hawai‘i’s leading falsetto artists, award winners uncle Richard
Ho‘opi‘i and kumu hula uluwehi Guerrero. His annual festival on
thanksgiving weekend on the grounds of the historic Bailey
House in Wailuku is one of the most authentic celebrations on
the island.

Hawaiian Slack Key Guitar (ki ho‘alu) is truly one of the greatest
acoustic guitar traditions in the world. Ki ho‘alu means literally
“loosen the key.” each tuning produces a lingering sound
behind the melody and has characteristic resonance and
fingering. the slack key tradition was given an important boost
during the reign of King David Kalakaua, who was responsible
for the Hawaiian cultural resurgence of the 1880s and 1890s.
He supported the preservation of ancient music, while
encouraging the addition of imported instruments like the
‘ukulele and guitar. Many Hawaiian songs and slack key guitar
pieces reflect themes like stories of the past and present and
people's lives. But it is the tropical surroundings of Hawai‘i, with
its oceans, volcanoes and mountains, waterfalls, forest, plants
and animals, that provide the deepest source of inspiration for
Hawaiian music. the festival takes place at the Maui arts &
Cultural Center (MaCC) every June.

ThE mAui pops
the Maui pops orchestra performS popular favorites from
composers such as Richard Rogers to Beethoven and Mozart.
in their 2011 season, the Maui pops produced Donizetti’s the
elixir of love with the pocket opera of San francisco and the
olinda Chorale to much acclaim.

mAui

Music festival, a week-long celebration of great chamber music,
emphasizing trios, quartets and quintets. Collier and Schotten
started the series at the behest of one of Maui’s most
philanthropic and prominent families, Mr. and Mrs. Colin
Cameron.
the festival travels to all parts of the island during its week-long
residency, including remote Hana which is the highlight of the tour
for the visiting artists.

EBB & floW ArTs
Since 1999, Maui has been one of the most vibrant places in the
world for new music thanks to Robert pollock and his brainchild
ebb & flow arts. they have presented 67 concerts, 244 works
by 114 composers, 34 world premieres, 67 Hawai‘i premieres
and 298 school workshops. pollock has built a large (most of the
concerts are full), highly sophisticated audience through exposure
to the relationship between the classics, modern and
contemporary composers.
these groundbreaking, only-on-Maui experiences are made
possible by the Maui County office of economic Development,
the State foundation on Culture and the arts and the national
endowment for the arts.

mAui chorAl ArTs AssociATion & mAui summEr
mAsTErWorks
Music on Maui is not just instrumental; the Maui Choral arts
association, led by Celia Canty, performs throughout the year
and there is a Summer Choral Masterworks festival. now, in its
second year, this festival focuses on the great classical choral
repertoire such as the Mozart Requiem and Bach’s Magnificat.
the director of the festival, Bob Wills, has plans to bring choirs
from throughout the world to Maui to create a world-class
choral festival.
event listings for these and many more musical experiences
can be found in the Maui news, Maui time Weekly, Maui
Weekly and Mauitvnews.com. no matter what form or cultural
tradition the music may come from, it’s available here on
Maui–this gem in the middle of the pacific where all cultures
are respected and celebrated.

for more information:
www.slackkeyfestival.com
www.macc.org

mAui clAssicAl music fEsTivAl
for thirty years, usually in the spring, pianist Catherine Collier and
violist yizhak Schotten have been producing the Maui Classical
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mAui’s uniquE islAnd
ExpEriEncE
nancy Kanyuk

of accommodations as well as the largest facilities, lana‘i has
two luxury hotels offering conference space and Moloka‘i caters
to smaller groups.
it’s no surprise that the biggest share of Maui’s convention
business is incentive-based. Corporations reward their higher
performing employees with the opportunity to learn in an idyllic
setting thus creating a workforce more receptive to their
message—a win-win situation for both company and employee.
Many corporations return, sending employees to the island every
three to five years. employers and employees speak of the spirit
of aloha shown by the people–one of the hallmarks of the Maui
experience–as well as the many opportunities to enjoy sun, sand
and surf.
ocean activities like paddle boarding, surfing, windsurfing,
kayaking, snorkeling and diving are some of the best in the world.
But Maui also offers glimpses of an island steeped in an ancient
culture and history that still manages to coexist within the context
of a modern technological society.
leisure activities can be packaged with visits to businesses like
windmill farms and biodiesel facilities, 21st century
technologies that emphasize sustainability. in keeping with the
trend of social and corporate responsibility there are a wide
variety of volunteer opportunities. they range from working
side-by-side with professional archeologists as they uncover
one of the island’s most sacred places, to restoring traditional
fishponds on Maui or Moloka‘i or removing invasive vegetation
in protected nature preserves containing some of the most
endangered birds in the world.

Conde nast traveler has described Maui as “Best island in the World” seventeen times. towering
30-foot waves carved by fearless beach boys, snorkeling in azure waters teaming with fish, turtles
and other marine life and the opportunity to see humpback whales heave themselves almost completely out of water make it one of the premier tourist destinations in the world.
But there is another dimension to Maui: it is a place that offers
business visitors 21st century amenities, a wide range of
convention facilities and access to shopping, world-class cuisine,
accommodations and transportation. these are worthy of
anything a big city has to offer but in a rural setting. it is a study
in contrasts. Chickens pecking by the side of the road coexist
with state-of-the-art wind and solar energy technologies. and
hotels, from modest to luxurious, offer conference planners a
unique island experience.
Maui’s more leisurely pace also makes it an excellent convention
destination. as terryl vencl, executive director of the Maui visitors
Bureau describes it, “When people come to our islands they’re

leaving the rat race behind even if they’re coming to work. you
can see it on a plane; people breathe out, let their shoulders relax.
and once they’ve unwound they become more receptive
because of the environment they’re in.”
Conference capabilities range from small groups into the
thousands. at some of the larger facilities, ballroom space is as
large 20,000 square feet with seating for as many as six hundred.
Smaller hotels offer more modest accommodations of a
thousand square feet or more. these hotels are scattered across
Maui County, on the islands of Maui, Moloka‘i, and lana‘i, and
size has determined their character as well as what is available
in terms of conference capabilities. Maui offers the largest number

Hiking and viewing opportunities abound from atop Maui’s
highest point, Haleakala, the world’s largest dormant volcano, to
shoreline where a traditional land settlement is being restored.
there is the Road to Hana, resplendent with waterfalls and
featuring six hundred curves, 54 one-lane bridges and worldclass beaches.
for the history buff, nothing can compare to iao valley. Burial
place to some of Maui’s highest ali‘i (chiefs) it also saw the
island’s fiercest battle for control of the island. it came to be
known as Kepaniwai—or damming of the waters—for the
bodies of Hawaiian warriors that blocked the stream. on the
island of Moloka‘i, a leper colony established in 1866 at
Kalaupapa, serves as a haunting reminder of 19th century
prejudices and medical practice.
History takes on a more beautiful face with hula. prior to contact
with the West, it was much more than entertainment. it was
sacred, a genealogy and prayer as much as it was a celebration.
today, hula as a sacred dance has been revived by native
Hawaiians who are proud to share it with others.

mAui

another ancient Hawaiian concept and practice, known as
ahupua‘a, has a decidedly modern look. a traditional land
division stretching from mountain to sea as an integrated
ecosystem, it incorporated all the elements needed to support
its population, from fish to crops. this all changed with the arrival
of foreigners who planted much of the island in sugar cane.
today, chefs and farmers are working together to create their own
version of an integrated culinary ecosystem. Known as the “farmto-table movement”, it promotes buying locally and using
homegrown fruit, vegetables and meat produced nearby.
this new generation of farmers is growing world-class crops like
Maui Gold pineapples and Maui onions as well as lavender,
lettuce, cabbage, strawberries and even coffee and cacao. and
they are showing the rest of the world the fruits of their labor by
offering farm tours to showcase their products.
Much of the impetus for the farm to table movement came from
a hui (group) of young chefs more than twenty years ago. tired
of using picked-green or frozen ingredients they came up with
the idea of using fresh produce. they combined it with a fusion
of the cuisines of the island: Chinese, Japanese, portuguese,
filipino, Korean, and puerto Rican, among others. the result:
Hawai‘i Regional Cuisine, a celebration of fresh, local,
sustainable and multicultural, and these days, available
throughout the islands.
traditional and modern, rural and urban, Maui nui offers
convention planners and business travelers the best of both
worlds, 21st century amenities amidst the charm of a place proud
of its rural past.

convEnTion sErvicE compAniEs
Maui visitors Bureau
(808) 244-3530 and www.gohawaii.com/maui
aloha Holidays
(808) 943-0999

Kathy Clarke Hawai‘i
(808) 885-8060

Chrysalis events Hawai‘i
(877) 989-4727

MC & a inc.
(877) 589-5500

Desilva Management
Company
(808) 357-1825

the Wright Company, llC
(808) 572-1160

island partners
(808) 270-2405

Weil & associates
(808) 955-1400
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hAlEAkAlA nATionAl pArk
offErs BEnEfiTs of mAny kinds
Jill engledow

national park. in the late 1800s and early 1900s, only the hardiest
made it to the summit. even after the automobile became
available, there was no road to the top, requiring visitors to ride
horseback over a rough trail. once at the summit, their choice
was to camp in flea-ridden caves or admire the scenery briefly
and turn around to make their way back down to civilization. in
1894, a rough stone cabin was erected on the Crater rim with
community donations, and for several decades the Maui
Chamber of Commerce and other Haleakala boosters struggled
to maintain the building. the chamber was certain that the
summit and its Crater were ripe for tourism, if only they could find
a way to get people up there. the chamber also lobbied for
national park status, which eventually came to pass in 1916.
Haleakala was at first part of the Hawai‘i national park, whose
headquarters was at Kilauea on Hawai‘i island.

for visitors, it is one of the top sites
to see; in the past five years, 58% of
Maui visitors went to Haleakala
national park.
it pays to have a national park in your backyard. local park officials say figures from a report on
economic benefits to local communities from national park visitation and payroll showed that in
2008, the 1.2 million visitors to Haleakala national park spent $78 million in Maui County on activities
associated with their park visit–car rental, gas, food, etc.–and that 1,569 jobs were supported by
park-related visitor spending, resulting in $48 million in economic activity through spending by those
wage earners.
in general, research shows national parks use just 1/13 of 1% of
the federal budget. for every one dollar invested, national parks
generate at least four dollars of economic value for the american
people, according to the national parks Conservation
association.
But ask most Maui residents about the value of their national
park, and you will get a non-economic answer. for native
Hawaiians, the summit of Haleakala is in wao akua, the realm of
the gods, and the mountain is a sacred site. for
environmentalists, the endangered plants and animals at the

summit and in the pristine Kipahulu valley are unique and
irreplaceable. for lovers of the outdoors, the stunning scenery
and opportunities for hiking and camping are unmatched. and
clearly, visitors are willing to spend money to visit Haleakala
precisely because they, like the locals, value the beauty and the
often-spiritual experience they find in the park.

A hisTory of ATTrAcTing ATTEnTion
the potential of Maui's spectacular 10,023-foot volcanic summit
as a tourist attraction was recognized long before it became a

everything changed in 1936, when the road to the summit was
completed. now visitors could drive to the summit in relatively
little time and linger to enjoy the view. around that same time,
Depression-era Civilian Conservation Corps workers were
completing wilderness cabins within the Crater and trails to
reach them.
the Kipahulu area, on the eastern slopes of the mountain, was
added in pieces, beginning in the 1960s, extending the park’s
reach to the shoreline and protecting valuable native forests as
well as a famous string of pools in oheo Gulch.
in 1961, the park separated from Hawai‘i volcanoes national
park, becoming Haleakala national park. today it is beloved, from
the dramatic water-carved “Crater” at its peak to the lush
greenery at its Kipahulu shore. for visitors, it is one of the top
sites to see; in the past five years, 58 percent of Maui visitors
went to Haleakala national park. visitor counts do fluctuate in
reaction to the greater economic picture, but even in 2009 there
were still over 1 million visitors. unlike some parks on the u.S.
mainland that see dramatic highs and lows in visitor counts
because of winter closure, Haleakala park visitation is consistent
year-round.
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visiTors Bring dollArs
of those who visit the summit, about 70 percent come for
sunrise, half of whom arrive on a tour bus. nearly 30 percent of
all visitors participate in a commercial tour or an activity such as
horse riding or stargazing. thirty-three businesses are permitted
to offer commercial activities or tours, and 12 of these generate
80 percent to 100 percent of their total revenue within the park.
the park itself earns about $2.5 million from entry fees, a bargain
at $10 per car. about 73 percent of that comes back to the park,
with the remainder paying for administrative overhead and
supporting other national parks that don’t charge fees (such as
the pearl Harbor Memorial). the park has 91 employees, whose
spending circulates almost $7 million through the community.
Clearly, the economic contribution of Haleakala national park to
Maui County is significant, but the park’s popularity is not without
cost. While visitors to Kipahulu bring greatly needed revenue to
the remote communities on that part of the island, their cars also
clog the narrow highway, and some local residents complain that
having a national park there is like having an 800-pound gorilla
for a neighbor. at the summit, parking lots overflow at sunrise,
and daily horseback tours break down trail edges and track in
the seeds of invasive species.
park employees and volunteer groups such as the friends of
Haleakala national park and the Sierra Club work to mitigate
these problems. When part of the highway to the summit
needed repair, park officials made sure that the road’s historic
contours were maintained, rather than automatically being
upgraded to federal highway standards. and trail experts
recently did an assessment so it will be possible to track how
much damage horse tours are doing in order to charge
appropriate permit fees to the tour companies. protecting the
park from being “loved to death” is a big job, but one that its
admirers believe is worth the effort.

for more information:
nav Singh
Chief of interpretation
Haleakala national park
navnit_singh@nps.gov
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